AGENDA
NARST Fall Executive Board Meeting
October 8-9, 2004
Dallas, TX
Friday, October 8, 2004
1) Welcome and Approval of the Agenda: John Stayer
2) Minutes of Previous NARST Board Meetings: John Tillotson
3) Reports of Officers:
President - John Stayer
Past President - Andy Anderson
President-Elect

-

Jim Shymansky

4) Reports of NARST Staff Members:
Executive Director - John Tillotson
JRST Editors - Dale Baker & Mike Pibumn
Electronic Services Director

--

David Zandvliet

Annual Meeting Coordinator - David Zandvliet
NARSTNews Editor - Randy Yerriek
Administrative Assistant

-

Marilyn Estes

5) Reports of Standing Committees:
Program Committee -- Jim Shymansky
Research

--

Gail Richmond

Friday, October 8, 2004

--

continued

Equity and Ethics -- Okhee Lee
Awards - Zoubeida Dagher
JRST Award
NARST Outstanding Paper Award
Distinguished Contributions through Research Award
Early Career Research Award
Outstanding Doctoral Research Award
6) Reports of Ad Hoc Committees:
Practitioner Research

--

Emily van Zee & Deborah Roberts

History of Science Education Committee

--

Steve Oliver

7) Reports of Representatives of NARST to other Societies:
Section X, AAAS

-

George DeBoer

AAAS Affiliates Meeting

-

NSTA - Patricia Simmons

Saturday, October 9, 2004
8) Old Business:
Small and large group discussions of on-going and current issues
9) New Business:

President
John Stayer
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Report of the NARST President
John R. Stayer
October 8, 2004
1.
An updated roster of the NARST leadership team is placed at the end of this
report. As we know, several changes have occurred since our Annual Meeting in
Vancouver, Canada. Regretfully, Deb Smith had to resign from the Executive Board due
to her teaching responsibilities. After extensive discussions with several of you, I
decided not to appoint a replacement because of the short time remaining in her term. I
also made several replacements to NARST standing committees as committee members
or chairs informed me of the need to do so. Thanks to all who helped identify
replacements. Because I am sending this electronically to the leadership team prior to the
meeting, please review the appropriate committee rosters and let me know via email
(staver@ksu.edu) of any existing inaccuracies. Given your feedback, I will then bring a
revised committee roster to the Board meeting.
2.
I attended the Council of Scientific Society Presidents (CSSP) meeting in May,
2004 because Jim Shymansky was unable to attend due to a prior commitment. I will
also attend the December, 2004 meeting. Whereas it is clear that opinions are divided
among NARST members and among the NARST leadership regarding the benefits
returned to NARST as a member of CSSP, I continue to hold the view that CSSP is a
valuable organization, and I believe that NARST fails to take advantage of what CSSP
has to offer. For example, at the May, 2004 meeting, a senior vice president of Smith
Barney presented on the issue of association finances and investments. I suggest that
NARST consider sending its Executive Director as well as one of its officers to each
CSSP meeting (December and May). Marty Apple continues to have his senses well
tuned to the Washington DC political scene, and he is particularly sensitive to research
funding issues and issues that affect the growth and vitality of small to medium sized
scientific societies such as NARST. Moreover, I believe that the continuing efforts of
science educators who have represented NARST, AETS, NABT, and other science
education organizations are now paying dividends in terms of presentations, committee
work, and level of interest by all attendees at CSSP meetings.
3.
I represented NARST at the NSTA Congress, Council, and Board meetings in
Bozeman, MT in July. I also participate in monthly conference calls of the NSTA
leadership team. I have found such conference calls to be highly valuable in planning
and conducting business, and I believe that NARST leadership team should consider the
benefits and costs of periodic conference calls.
4.
I continue to work with Patricia Simmons, NSTA Research Director and
longstanding NARST member, as she, John Penick, and Vince Lunetta move forward
with the work of developing a research matrix and agenda in response to NCLB issues
and the National Summit on Science Education presented by the US Department of
Education in March, 2004.

My activities as described in items 2,3, and 4 are directed toward a common issue:
5.
Policies and politics at the federal, national, state, and local levels are often made and
conducted, respectively, without the benefit of research-based information that could
improve both the policies and the politics were such information used. That needs to
change, and NARST needs to increase its presence and involvement as an organization in
the making of federal, national, and state policies that influence science education.
Again, opinion is divided among NARST members and among NARST leaders as to how
NARST should accomplish this, but my own view is that the excellence of individual
science education researchers' work as well as the work of research groups is necessary
but insufficient to influence policy making on a federal and national stage. To that end, I
have continued to discuss the possibility of NARST establishing an office in the
Washington DC area in the next five years. NSTA is moving forward with a substantial
expansion of its headquarters, and space could be available to NARST if the leadership
should decide to move in such a direction. We will discuss this at length on Saturday.
6.
I have been a member of NARST since 1978, and I have served NARST in so
many roles and encountered enough problems that I do not care to name them much less
remember them. However, one long-standing issue deserves mention here because I am
going to do something about it at the fall Board meeting. This issue is the way that Board
meetings sometimes drone on and on, with various reports (mine included) eating up
most, if not all, of the valuable meeting time that we have together, thereby leaving little
or no time to discuss the many difficult, complex issues that we face as an organization.
A veritable legion of NARST presidents from John Renner (1980) and before to Andy
Anderson (2004) have faced this problem with varying degrees of success. I am going to
attempt to modify the way the Board carries out its business during Board meetings for as
long as I am in a position to do so. Below is a list of parameters that I will use in
conducting the fall, 2004 Board meeting and the first Board meeting at the NARST
Annual Meeting next spring in Dallas, TX.
Members of the NARST leadership team will:
A. Abide by Roberts Rules.
B. Read all reports prior to the Board meeting.
C. Present a concise (10 minutes max.) summary of the main points of their reports.
D. Come prepared to offer motions that can be anticipated in advance of the meeting.
Please bear with me, as I intend to move the Board quickly through the routine of the
various reports. Matters that require particularly lengthy, extensive, complex discussion
will be placed on the agenda as either Old or New Business. As I mentioned above, I
want to decrease the amount of time the Board spends on reports and increase the amount
of time it devotes to discussions of complex and sometimes thorny issues. To that end, I
intend to complete all agenda items with the exception of Old and New Business by the
end of the evening on Friday. This will leave all day Saturday talk about the difficult
issues that face the Board.
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Staff:
Executive Director:
Annual Meeting Coordinator:
Director of Electronic Services:
JRST Co-Editor
JRST Co-Editor
NARST News Editor
Administrative Assistant:

John Tillotson
David Zandvliet
David Zandvliet
Dale Baker
Michael Piburn
Randy Yerrick
Marilyn Estes

jwtillot@syr.edu
dbz@sfu.ca
dbz@sfu.ca
dale.baker@asu.edu
mike.piburn@asu.edu
ryerrick@mail.sdsu.edu
narst@missouri.edu

Officers:
President:
President-Elect
Immediate Past President:

John Staver
James Shymansky
Andy Anderson

staver@ksu.edu
j shymansky@umsl.edu
andya@msu.edu

Executive Board:
(05) Zoubeida Dagher
(05) Gail Richmond
(05) Deborah Smith (resigned)
(06) Penny Gilmer
(06) Okhee Lee
(06) Larry Yore
(07) Fouad Abd-El-Khalick
(07) Pamela Fraser-Abder
(07) Julie Gess-Newsome
(07) Saouma BouJaoude (Int'l Coord)

zoubeida@udel.edu
gailr@msu.edu
dsmith@lsd.kl2.mi.us
gilmer@chemmail.chem.fsu.edu
olee@miami.edu
lyore@uvic.ca
fouad@uiuc.edu
pal@nyu.edu
julie.gess-newsome@nau.edu
boujaoud@aub.edu.lb

NARST STANDING COMMITTEES
RESEARCH COMMITTEE
Chair:
(05) Gail Richmond
Co-Chair:
(07) Pamela Fraser-Abder
Members:
(05) Maureen McMahon
(05) Nancy Romance
(06) Barbara Hug
(06) Robert Louisell
(07) Anat Zohar
(07) Julia Clark
Ex-Officio:
President: John Staver
Executive Director: John Tillotson
NSTA Res. Dir.: Patricia Simmons

gailr@msu.edu
pal@nyu.edu
mmcmahon@csulb.edu
romance@fau.edu
bhug@uiuc.edu
rlouisell@stcloudstate.edu
msazohar@mscc.huji.ac.il
jclark@nsf.gov
staver@ksu.edu
jwtillot@syr.edu
psimmons@umsl.edu

PUBLICATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Chair:
gilmer@chemmail.chem.fsu.edu
(06) Penny Gilmer
Members:
swgilbert@vt.edu
(05) Steve Gilbert
hawki@purdue.edu
(06) Gerald Krockover
bac45@comell.edu
(07) Barbara Crawford
dale.baker@asu.edu
Dale Baker (JRST Co-Ed)
mike.piburn@asu.edu
Michale Piburn (JRST Co-Ed)
ryerrick@mail.sdsu.edu
Randy Yerrick (NARST News Ed)
dbz@sfu.ca
David Zandvliet (Dir El Serv)
Ex-Officio:
staver@ksu.edu
President: John Staver
jwtillot@syr.edu
Executive Director: John Tillotson
psimmons@umsl.edu
NSTA Res. Dir.: Patricia Simmons

EXTERNAL POLICY AND RELATIONS COMMITTEE
Chair:
(07) Julie Gess-Newsome
julie.gess-newsome@nau.edu
Co-Chair:
Members:
(05) David Treagust
(05) George DeBoer
(06) Norman Lederman
(06) Herbert Brunkhorst
(07) Michal Lomask
(07) Sandra Abell
Ex-Officio:
NARST President: John Staver
NARST Executive Director: John Tillotson

D.Treagust@smec.curtin.edu.au
gdeboer@aaas.org
ledermann@iit.edu
hkbrunkh@csusb.edu
michal.lomask@po.state.ct.us
abells@missouri.edu
staver@ksu.edu
jwtillot@syr.edu

PROGRAM COMMITTTI PE
Chair:
James Shymansky
Prresident-Elect
Members:
David Zandvliet
Annual Meeting Coordinator
John Tillotson
Executive Director
John Stayer
Executive Board
Michael Beeth
Strand 1 Co-Coordinator
Vincente Talanquer
Strand 1 Co-Coordinator
Valarie Akerson
Strand 2 Co-Coordinator
Jim McDonald
Strand 2 Co-Coordinator
Joanne Olson
Strand 3 Co-Coordinator
Sherry Southerland
Strand 3 Co-Coordinator
Paula Lane
Strand 4a Coordinator
Andrew Lumpe
Strand 4b Co-Coordinator
Lee Meadows
Strand 4b Co-Coordinator
Kathy Trundle
Strand 5 Co-Coordinator
Karen Irving
Strand 5 Co-Coordinator
Gaell Hildebrand
Strand 6 Co-Coordinator
Kathleen Davis
Strand 6 Co-Coordinator
Randy Bell
Strand 7 Co-Coordinator
Strand 7 Co-Coordinator
Edith Gummer
Norman Lederman
Strand 8 Co-Coordinator
Cathleen Loving
Strand 8 Co-Coordinator
Chris Andersen
Strand 9 Coordinator
Bill Donovan
Strand 10 Co-Coordinator
Richard Iuli
Strand 10 Co-Coordinator

jshymansky@umsl.edu
dbz@sfu.edu
jwtillot@syr.edu
staver@ksu.edu
beeth. 1@osu.edu
vincente@u.arizona.edu
vakerson@indiana.edu
jim.mcdonald@cmich.edu
jkolson@iastate.edu
southerl@mail.coe.fsu.edu
pjlane@mail.unc.edu
alumpe@siu.edu
Imeadows@uab.edu
Trundle. 1@osu.edu
irving.8@osu.edu
g.hildebrand@unimelb.edu.au
kdavis@educ.umass.edu
randybell@virginia.edu
egummer@orst.edu
ledermann@iit.edu
cloving@tamu.edu
andersen@cotf.edu
donovanw@mail.ecu.edu
riul@mail.rochester.edu

MEMBERSHIP AND ELECTION COMMITTEE
Chair:
lyore@uvic.ca
(06) Larry Yore
Members:
vakerson@indiana.edu
(05) Valarie Akerson
cmason@mail.sdsu.edu
(05) Cheryl Mason
jrpomery@ucdavis.edu
(05) Rick Pomery
robert.snyder@sru.edu
(06) Robert Snyder
birdhunt@ksu.edu
(06) Emmett Wright
zembylas@msu.edu
(06) Michalinas Zembylas
awblakely@ucdavis.edu
(07) Alan Blakely
acmorro@unco.edu
(07) Angela Morrow
gpotter@uop.edu
(07) Gergory Potter
Ex-Officio:
Immediate Past-President: Andy Anderson andya@msu.edu
jshymansky@umsl.edu
President-Elect: James Shymansky
jwtillot@syr.edu
Executive Director: John Tillotson
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE
Chair - International Coordinator:

(07) Saouma BouJaoude
Members:
(05) Lynn Bryan
(05) Soo-Young Lee
(05) Hsiao-Ching She
(05) Seung-Urn Choe
(06) Chun-Yen Chang
(06) Dee Goldston
(07) Doris Jorde
(07) Dawn Sutherland
(07) Hsing-Chi Wang
Ex-Officio:
President: John Stayer
Executive Director: John Tillotson

boujaoud@aub.edu.lb
lbryan@coe.uga.edu
soo-young_lee@terc.edu
hcshe@cc.nctu.edu.tw
suchoe@snu.ac.kr
changcy@cc.ntnu.edu.tw
dgoldsto@bamaed.ua.edu
dorisj@ils.uio.no
d.sutherland@uwinnipeg.ca
hsingchi@ucalgary.ca
staver@ksu.edu
jwtillot@syr.edu

EQUITY AND ETHICS COMMITTEE
Chair:
(06) Okhee Lee
Members:
(05) Pauline Chinn
(05) Lori Hammond
(05) Gary Varrella
(06) Mercy Ogunsola-Bandele
(06) Julio Lopez-Ferrao
(06) Moreen Carvan
(07) Shirley Key
(07) Eileen Parsons
(07) Teresa Arambula-Greenfield
Ex-Officio:
President-Elect: James Shymansky
Executive Director: John Tillotson
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olee@miami.edu
chinn@hawaii.edu
lhammond@csus.edu
gvarrell@gmu.edu
ogunband@inet-global.com
jlopezfe@nsf.gov
mcarvan@wi.rr.com
skey@memphis.edu
eileenparsons@ncsu.edu
terry_arambula-greenfield@csumb.edu
jshymansky@umsl.edu
jwtillot@syr.edu

AWARDS COMMITTEE
Chair:
zoubeida@udel.edu
(05) Zoubeida Dagher
Co-Chair:
fouad@uiuc.edu
(07) Fouad Abd-El-Khalick
Members:
NARST Award Co-Chairs
mick.nott@blueyonder.co.uk
(05) Mick Nott
gkelly@education.ucsb.edu
?
(05) Greg Kelly
Trundle.1@osu.edu
(06) Kathy Trundle
Doctoral Research Award Co-Chairs
jbianchi@education.ucsb.edu
(05) Julie Bianchini
alumpe@siu.edu
(06) Andrew Lumpe
JRST Award Co-Chairs
jonathan.osborne@kcl.ac.uk
(05) Jonathan Osborne
charlene.cczerniak@utoledo.edu
(06) Charlene Czerniak
Early Career Research Award Co-Chairs
a.harrison@cqu.edu.au
(05) Alan Harrison
wh22@umail.umd.edu
William
Holliday
(06)
Distinguished Contributions Award Co-Chairs
bill.cobem@wmich.edu
(05) William Cobern
rduschl@rci.rutgers.edu
(06) Richard Duschl

NARST OUTSTANDING PAPER AWARD SELECTION COMMITTEE
Co-Chairs:
(05) Mick Nott
mick.nott@blueyonder.cu.uk
(05) Greg Kelly
gkelly@psu.edu
(06) Kathy Trundle
Trundle. 1@osu.edu
Members:
(05) Mick Nott
mick.nott@blueyonder.co.uk
(05) Cory Buxton
cbuxton@uno.edu
(05) Carolyn Parker
cparker@umbc.edu
(05) Yvette Greenspan
teachc6@worldnet.att.net
(05) Tahsin Khalid
tahsinkhalid@hotmail.com
(05) Jim McDonald
jim.mcdonald@cmich.edu
(05) Dianne Anderson
danderso@sunstroke.sdsu.edu
(05) Rola Khishfe
Khisrol@iit.edu
(06) Barbara Salyer
bsalyer@usouthal.edu
(06) Matthew Miller
Matt_Miller@sdstate.edu
(06) Michael Dias
mdias@kennesaw.edu
(06) Mike Barnett
bametge@bc.edu
(06) Timothy Slater
tslater@u.arizona.edu
(06) Xiufneg Liu
xliu5@buffalo.edu
(06) Adolfo Obaya
Ayabo 10@aol.com
(07) Gayle Buck
gbuck@unlnotes.unl.edu
(07) Wendy Frazier
WFrazier@odu.edu
(07) Rita Hagevik
ritahagevik@ncsu.edu
(07) Sherry Herron
sherry.herron@utdallas.edu
(07) Joan Lindgren
jlindgre@fau.edu
(07) Jon Pedersen
jonpedersen@sbcglobal.net
(07) Renee Schwartz
r.schwartz@wmich.edu
Ex-Officio:
President: John Staver
staver@ksu.edu
Executive Secretary: John Tillotson
jwtillot@syr.edu

OUTSTANDING DOCTORAL RESEARCH AWARD SELECTION COMMITTEE
Co-Chairs
jbianchi@education.ucsb.edu
(05) Julie Bianchini
gailjones@ncsu.edu
(06) Gail Jones
Members:
(05) formerly Gail Jones
pickard@oakland.edu
(05) Dawn Pickard
dlross@mail.sdsu.edu
(05) Donna Ross
wveal@email.unc.edu
(05) William Veal
chintang@stpt.usf.edu
(05) Chin-Tang Liu
adamssa @mail.montclair.edu
(06) Sandra Adams
sbritner@bradley.edu
(06) Shari Britner
groves@ulm.edu
(06) Fred Groves
oamarek@ou.edu
(06) Edmund Marek
wharwood@indiana.edu
Harwood
(06) William
riul@mail.rochester.edu
(07) Richard luli
lisa.martin@drake.edu
(07) Lisa Martin-Hansen
tsadler@indiana.edu
(07) Troy Sadler
seiler@umbc.edu
(07) Gale Seiler
kstaples@ksu.edu
(07) Kimberly Staples
Ex-Officio:
staver@ksu.edu
President: John Staver
jwtillot@syr.edu
Executive Secretary: John Tillotson
EARLY CAREER RESEARCH AWARD SELECTION COMMITTEE
Co-Chairs
a.harrison@cqu.edu.au
(05) Alan Harrison
wh22@umail.umd.edu
(06) William Holliday
Members:
stantley@verizon.net
(05) Scott Jackson Dantley
suhltuan@cc.ncue.edu.tw
(05) Hsioa-Lin Tuan
Ischarm@ksu.edu
(06) Lawrence Scharmann
Laugksch@humanities.uct.ac.za
(06) Rudiger Laugksch
angelo.collins@kstf.org
(07) Angelo Collins
wboone@indiana.edu
(07) William Boone
Ex-Officio:
staver@ksu.edu
President: John Staver
jwtillot@syr.edu
Executive Secretary: John Tillotson
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DISTINGUISHED CONTRIBUTIONS THROUGH RESEARCH AWARD
COMMITTEE
Co-Chairs
bill.cobem@wmich.edu
(05) William Cobem
rduschl@rci.rutgers.edu
(06) Richard Duschl
Members:
kahlejb@muohio.edu
(05) Jane Kahle
nthofstn@wisemail.weizmann.ac.ilE 3etty
(05) Avi Hofstein
bbitner@thiel.edu
(06) Betty Bitner
j.k.gilbert@reading.ac.uk
(06) John Gilbert
betsyd@umich.edu
(07) Elizabeth Davis
gshroyer@ksu.edu
(07) Gail Shroyer
Ex-Officio:
staver@ksu.edu
President: John Staver
jwtillot@syr.edu
Executive Secretary: John Tillotson
JRST AWARD SELECTION COMMITTEE
Co-Chairs
jonathan.osbome@kcl.ac.uk
(05) Jonathan Osborne
charlene.czemiak@utoledo.edu
(06) Charlene Czerniak
Members:
Sid.Nair@adm.monash.edu.au
(05) Sid Nair
hmoscovici@csudh.edu
(05) Hedy Moscovici
vitalem@mail.ecu.edu
(05) Michael Vitale
renafayenorby@bhsu.edu
(05) Rena Fay Norby
acb33@columbia.edu
(05) Angela Calabrese-Barton
jbazler@monmouth.edu
(05) Judith Bazler
eswanson@montana.edu
(05) Elisabeth Swanson
johnsoncar@nku.edu
(06) Carla Johnson
chajokim@cje.ac.kr
(06) Chan-Jong Kim
dtomanek@u.arizona.edu
(06) Debra Tomanek
kkleine@mail.gcsu.edu
(06) Karynne Kleine
nichri@ucy.ac.cy
(06) Nicos Valanides
Swamir@nku.edu
(06) Rajeev Swami
ojarrett@mindspring.com
(06) Olga Jarrett
dori@ceci.mit.edu
(07) Judy Dori
engemann@brocku.ca
(07) Joe Engemann
friedrichsenp@missouri.edu
(07) Pat Friedrichsen
J.Ryder@education.leeds.ac.uk
(07) Jim Ryder
SoeSciulli@worldnet.att.net
(07) Joe Sciulli
leighsmith@byu.edu
(07) Leigh Smith
VansickleM@cofc.edu
(07) Meta Van Sickle
Ex-Officio:
staver@ksu.edu
President: John Staver
jwtillot@syr.edu
Executive Secretary: John Tillotson

NARST AD HOC COMMITTEES
2004-05
PRACTITIONER RESEARCH COMMITTEE
Co-Chairs:
(05) Emily Van Zee
evz@wam.umd.edu
(05) Deborah Roberts
Deborah_Roberts@fc.mcps.k I 2.md.us
Members:
mpbell4112@aol.com
(05) Mary Bell
(05) Brenda Capobianco
baco@educ.umass.edu
didicker@unity.ncsu.edu
(05) Daniel Dickerson
(05) Allen Feldman
afeldman@educ.umass.edu
mlhartma@umich.edu
(05) Monica Hartmann
(05) Chris Home
crhome@earthlink.net
evh5@columbia.edu
(05) Elaine Howes
chin-tang.liu@temple.edu
Liu
(05) Chin-Tang
jimminstrell@talarianc.com
(05 Jim Minstrell
cnissley@earthlink.net
(05) Connie Nissley
kathyr@lessonlab.com
(05) Kathleen Roth
dsmith@lsd.kl 2.mi.us
(05) Deborah Smith
(05) Maria Varelas
mvarelas@mailserv.cc.uic.edu
HISTORY OF SCIENCE EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Chair:
soliver@arches.uga.edu
(05) Steve Oliver
Members:
fouad@uiuc.edu
(05) Fouad Abd El-Khalick
gdeboer@aaas.org
(05) George DeBoer
cloving@tamu.edu
(05) Cathy Loving
ryerrick@mail.sdsu.edu
(05) Randy Yerrick
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Andy Anderson
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NARST Past President's Report
Andy Anderson
Fall, 2004

This report focuses on five issues that require board action during the spring
meeting:
Electronic services progress report
JRST Editor Transition
Policies and procedures manual
Annual reviews of Executive Director, Administrative Assistant, Annual Meeting
Coordinator, and Electronic Services Director
* Candidates for NARST President and Executive Board

board
*
*
*
*

A brief summary of each is below.

Financial and Electronic Services
Marilyn is now using the revised membership databases, though there are still
some bugs to be worked out. I will be in contact with Marilyn and David about those
problems and have a more detailed report at the Board meeting.
We still have about $5000 left in the budget from the funds allocated in the fall for
improvement of electronic and financial services. The additional steps still ahead of us
include the following:
* Identifying a secure host for NARST databases. David will report on some
problems with the server at SFU. We also need a location that allows both
Marilyn and the developers to work on the database at the same time, and a
location that will keep financial and other records secure. After talking with
David, I feel that the best solution may be to identify a web hosting service.
David is preparing a report on options and costs.
* Identifying an E-commerce service provider: Accepting credit cards on line and
transferring funds, generating appropriate records (essential for new electronic
services to individual members). Carson Au has done a thorough comparison of
possible providers. A table summarizing his findings is attached. He suggests
that PayPal provides the best combination of costs, secure service, and record
keeping that we will need.
* Providing electronic services to individual members: membership renewal,
conference registration, on-line members database (proposed new services).
David will have a proposal for specific steps in developing these services in his
report.

JRST Editor Transition
I met with Randy McGinnis and Angelo Collins and discussed the issues raised
by the Board with them, including the following:

*

Developing a detailed budget

* Completing the list of associate editors
* Clarifying Angelo's support from the Knowles Science Teaching Foundation
* Reporting on their ideas about their vision for the journal and the directions of
possible changes.
Randy and Angelo will be at the fall Board meeting, so they will report on those
issues personally.
I have also had some brief discussions with Dale Baker about transition costs at
Arizona State University. I assume that a discussion of those costs will be included in
her report.

Policies and Procedures Manual
I am reorganizing the manual to reflect the reorganization of the board. I hope to
have the reorganized but still unedited manual with me at the fall Board meeting, so that
each member of the Board can think about needed revisions to his or her section.

Annual Reviews of NARST Employees
Progress and issues are summarized below.
WHO IS TO BE REVIEWED
Executive Director: John Tillotson
Electronic Services Director: David Zandvliet
Annual Meeting Coordinator: David Zandvliet
Administrative Assistant: Marilyn Estes
WHO IS ON THE COMMITTEE
Past President and Chair: Andy Anderson
Current President: John Stayer
President-elect: Jim Shymansky
Board members in their third year of service: Zoubeida Dagher, Gail Richmond
POSSIBLE PROCEDURES
1. DEVELOPING JOB DESCRIPTIONS
I have collected job descriptions from David, John, and Marilyn. I will share them
with the committee between now and the Board meeting and share revised versions at
the meeting. I hope to discuss whether these descriptions accurately reflect the Board's
understanding of the responsibilities that go with each position.
*

2. GATHERING AND SHARING DATA
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Our judgments of how well John, Marilyn, and David are fulfilling their
responsibilities should be based on data from people who work with them, but I think we
need a careful discussion of procedures. We want to have both a degree of
transparency in the process and confidentiality for both informants and Marilyn, John,
and David. In particular, I would like to discuss the issue of how widely we should solicit
information:
* I assume that all Board members will have an opportunity to comment on
performance.
* Would it make sense to solicit comments from strand leaders on David's work
as Annual Meeting Coordinator?
* Should we give members at large a chance to comment on performance?
For example, the job descriptions could be posted on the NARST website and
members invited to send comments to me by E-mail.
3. CONTENTS AND TIMING OF WRITTEN REPORTS
I am assuming that our written reports to the Board should include the following
information.
* An overall evaluation of how well each person is fulfilling his or her
responsibilities.
* A summary of both positive and negative comments that we received.
* If there are areas that need improvement, suggestions of specific actions and
timelines.
I think that there are also important questions about the confidentiality of these
reports. While all Board members should have a chance to see and comment on them,
I don't think it is appropriate to have electronic copies circulating in cyberspace. I hope
we can discuss possible procedures for making the reports both available to the people
that need them and secure.

Candidates for President and Executive Board
I have received quite a few suggestions for Executive Board candidates. I will
share them with the Board for comments before contacting them following the meeting.
Identifying possible candidates for president has been more difficult, in part because we
have no lists of past Board members. I will report on my discussions with committee
members and possible candidates at the meeting.

Attachments
Carson Au's report on E-commerce providers
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President-Elect
Jim Shymansky

"

President-Elect Report to the NARST Board
James A. Shymansky
September 30, 2004
About this report:
My report focuses on my work as program chair for the 2005 annual meeting in Dallas.
Working with David Zandvliet, annual meeting coordinator, we instituted a totally
electronic proposal submission and review procedure and a revised set of program
formats. Working with Gail Richmond, chair of the research committee, we decided on a
conference theme and a set of plenary sessions.
Conference theme:
Providingthe evidence-based argumentsfor effective science teaching. This theme was
selected in an attempt to challenge our international science education research
community to sharpen its efforts to provide compelling research evidence to support the
instructional practices being promoted by our community in the classroom and in teacher
education.
Revised program formats:
Several changes are being implemented for the Dallas meeting. The single, large group
poster session, which has been traditionally scheduled in conjunction with an evening
social is being eliminated and replaced with strand-specific "multiple focus group"
(MFG) presentations. MFG sessions will be scheduled as stand-alone time blocks during
the main conference days. These sessions will be scheduled in meeting rooms to
accommodate as many as 12 presenters, each operating with a poster board or visuals
within a cluster of chairs to accommodate a group of 10-15 people. Presenters will not
have access to electrical power to operate projection systems.
A second change involves the individual paper presentations. Authors may choose to
present as one of four papers in the traditional "solo, large group" format (SLG), which
allocates 15 minutes for a presentation with standard projection support. They may also
choose to present their papers in a "tandem, small group" (TSG) format. The TSG
sessions will be held in large meeting rooms to allow for simultaneous 30-minute
presentations by two authors. Much like the MFG sessions, this format is intended to
stimulate greater, in-depth presentation and discussion than the traditional SLG format.
If possible, we will provide equipment for visual projections for both presenters.
The multiple paper set, symposium and panel discussion formats are effectively the same
as in past years. As in the past, submitting authors had to indicate their preferred
presentation format for single papers. However, in preparing the final program schedule,
authors of single papers will be assigned to the MFG and TSG formats as dictated by
space and time.

Other program changes:
Several other changes will be implemented for the Dallas program, most notably,
changing the annual mid-conference awards luncheon to a final day awards dinner and
social. This change will require a morning start of a full, three-day conference. We
believe that the plan to end the conference with the banquet and social will address past
year problems of early participant departure and low turn-out for sessions scheduled after
the awards luncheon. The evening social/dance will add a second evening social to the
schedule and provide an opportunity for participants to relax and have fun before
departing the next day.
Plenary session plans:
In keeping with the theme of the Dallas meeting and our ties to classroom practice, our
two plenary sessions will feature two panels: one drawn from the international science
education community and the second drawn from practitioners in the Dallas area. The
panel of Dallas area practitioners is tentatively scheduled as the first plenary session. The
following people have tentatively agreed to join the practitioner panel:
Dr. Bill Koehler, President, Fort Worth School Board
Dr. Pete Weinburgh, Assistant Head, Oakridge School
Dr. Dan Powell, Superintendent, Everman Independent School District
Grade K-6 self-contained classroom teacher--to be named
Grade 7-12 science teacher--to be named?
As program chair and president-elect, I will moderate the practitioner panel that will be
asked to address the following issues:
*From the perspective of the agency you represent, what do you think are the major
issuesfacing science education that research evidence could help resolve?
*Basedon experiences you've had working in the filed, what examples can you share of
research evidence impacting how students learn or how teachers teach science?
applied to research evidence before it
is embraced or applied in the science classroom or science teacher education?
* What guidelines or criteriado you feel should be

kind of research evidence do you think teachers,parents, and members or your
community wouldfind most compelling and be most likely to implement?
* What

* What strategies would you recommendfor getting researchthat meets your standards of
evidence -based arguments incororated into educationalpolicy and classroom practice?

Gail Richmond, chair of the research committee, will moderate the international science
educator panel. These panelists will be asked to provide written responses to the same
issues submitted to the practitioner panelists. The international science educator panelists'

responses will be posted on the NARST website prior to the Dallas meeting. The
international science education community panel will consist of the following people:
John Penick, President of the National Science Teachers Association
Patricia Simmons, President of the Association for the Education of Teachers of Science
Huey-Por Chang, President of the Republic of China Science Education Association
Doris Jorde, President of the European Science Education Research Association
David Treagust, President of the Australian Science Education Research Association
John Stayer, President of the National Association for Research in Science Teaching

ExecutiveDirector
John Tillotson

JRST Editors
Dale Baker & Mike Piburn
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Dale R. Baker and Michael D. Piburn, Editors
Deborah Pogson, Coordinating & Managing Editor
EunJin Bang, Editorial Assistant
Overview of Submissions:
The following data have been collected for the period from January 1, 2001 to August 31, 2004.
They represent 567 manuscripts received during that time. The information gathered was
analyzed for trends in peak periods, research interest areas, and decisions.
A quarterly analysis (Figure 1) for each year illustrates that manuscript submissions peak between
April and June and steadily decline throughout the summer months. Another slow period tends to
be during the winter holidays. Also note that the number of manuscripts received during Jul-Sep
2004 only counted those manuscripts received at the end of August 2004.
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Figure 1. Distribution of manuscript submissions by month

InternationalRepresentation
In the past three years, 35% of the submissions to JRST were from countries outside the United
States. Canada (Figure 2) represented the largest (17%) group of these submissions. Of the 168
international manuscripts, 35 different countries are represented including: Australia, Belgium,

Benin, Botswana, Canada, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway,
Portugal, Republic of China, Republic of Korea, Republic of Singapore, Scotland, Slovenia,
South Africa, Spain, State of Bahrain, Sweden, Switzerland, The Netherlands, Turkey, United
Kingdom, Venezuela, and the West Indies.
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International Representation (n=198)
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Figure2. International Representations
InterestAreas
Researcher interests vary by grade levels, content, and focus areas. Information was gathered
based on keyword searches in the titles of submitted manuscripts. The following summary
highlights the types of manuscripts that were received between January 200 land August 2004:
Grade Level (Figure 3)
Most grade-level research is focused on the elementary and secondary grade levels. Some college
and university levels were represented, and one pre-school, and one post-secondary (not including
college), manuscript were submitted. There were no papers related to adult education.
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Figure 3. Grade Level Interests
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Content Area (Figure 4)
Chemistry and Physics are the most common content areas in which research is being conducted.
This may include specific content knowledge research or the courses in which research is taking
place.
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Figure 4. Current Content Area Interests According to Manuscript Titles
Focus Areas (Figure 5)
The most common focus area submissions included (a) teacher education, teacher knowledge and
beliefs, and teacher research and (b) teaching and learning, leamrning theories, and models of
teaching. A keyword search did not reveal topics addressing special education, values and ethics,
or moral reasoning.
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Reviewing Manuscripts:
Time with Reviewers
When reviewers accept our request to review a manuscript, they are asked to complete the review
within 4 weeks. Oftentimes, the process is delayed and reviews take longer. Usually all three
reviewers are reading the manuscript around the same time, but it is not uncommon to have two
reviews returned to the editorial office before we find an available third reviewer. The average
time a manuscript spends with a reviewer is between 6-7 weeks. All three reviews must be
returned before they can be sent to the Associate Editor (AE), which is the next step in the review
process. Considering that there are three reviewers on any given manuscript, it may take even
longer before a manuscript is sent to the AE because of a potential delay on any one of the
reviews.
Writing the Decision Letter
Once all the reviews are returned to the editorial office, the AE is then sent a copy of the
manuscript with all three reviews and is asked to write the decision letter. On average, this
portion of the process takes just over one month: 5.27 weeks. When the AE returns the decision
letter, an editor, either Dale or Mike, reviews the decision letter. Sometimes an editor may talk to
the AE about the manuscript before a final decision is determined. The editorial staff reviews the
letter for grammar and writing style before sending it to the author. This process is currently
taking another 5 weeks to complete.
Table 1. Length of time a manuscript spends with reviewers (weeks)
Step 1: Reviews Concurrently
Reviewer 1

Reviewer

EB

Step 2

Step 3

AE

Editor

2

Mean
SD
n

6.46
4.39
420

6.59
5.30
406

6.49
4.15
457

5.27
3.98
396

*

*
*

Average
Review
Time
24.81
weeks +
Editor
time

* The changes of the JRST database format over Year 2003 to Year 2004 have been made.
Average Review Time

Based on the 413 decision letters sent to the authors, ittakes an average of 24.81 weeks
(=3.54 months) + Editor time for a new or resubmitted manuscript to complete the entire
process. This represents the period of time from manuscript receipt to completion of a
decision letter.
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Decision Analysis and Acceptance Rate
Decisions
Accept: A paper has been accepted for publication. Oftentimes, minor revisions are
required from the author. The editor makes final approval of the revisions.
Reject in Current Form (RCF): A paper that has been rejected in its current form has the
potential to valuably contribute to JRST. As a result, the decision letter outlines ways in
which the paper can be reconceptualized and improved based on the reviewers'
comments. If a RCF paper is resubmitted, it is returned to the original reviewers for a
new review.
Reject: This paper is appropriate for the readership of JRST, but does not meet the
publication guidelines.
Reject without Review: This paper is not appropriate for the readership of JRST. Articles
related to specific elementary science lessons plans, for example, would be better suited
for practitioners reading Science Scope. Oftentimes, the decision letter will recommend
journals that are more appropriate for the type of article submitted.
A total of 568' manuscripts were received during 2001-2004. Four hundred and thirteen
manuscripts completed the review process. For all manuscripts in which a decision has
been made, 22% have been accepted or published (Figure 6).
Decision Breakdown
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Figure 6. Decision Analysis

1One author chose to withdraw an accepted manuscript.

Published
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Review
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Early View

In June 2004, a new feature called Early View was launched in conjunction with our
publisher, John

Wiley and Sons, Inc., on the JRST Web site. 2

With

Early View, JRST

can now present full-text, peer-reviewed, copyedited articles as soon as the proofing
process is completed. Furthermore, this allows JRST articles to be published online in a
fully citable format before the release of compiled print issues. Currently, the timeframe
for Early View postings is approximately two months in advance of the print issue. As of
August 2004, thirteen articles had been posted to Early View.

2http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-bin/jhome/3
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Electronic Services Director Report
Hosting and Maintenanceof the NARST Website
This year the duties undertaken have included the on-going hosting, maintenance and
development of NARST electronic services including the NARST Website and
ListServe. In addition, there have been a number of minor improvements made to the
NARST website from last year and additional information is added to or updated on the
site as it becomes available. Working with the Program Committee chair we endeavour to
keep the site as current and accurate as possible. Board members can assist us in this task
by scanning portions of the website and advising us of what changes and updates are
required.
Revisions to the Proposal Web Site
In an overlap of my duties as AMC a number of technical projects have continued
including: the on-going development of the proposal database to include reviewers
comments, and secure access by the strand coordinators to facilitate the review process.
As described in the AMC report these improvements included a new web based form for
reviewer comments and provision for coordinators and the AMC to track the review
process and enter their recommendations on-line.

Redevelopment of the NARST Membership Databases
At board meetings last year, the board asked for additionally functionality to be added to
the NARST web site. The first step in this process ( development of detailed
specifications for the new databases) was completed last year and work on a new design
was commenced prior to last years meeting. The redevelopment has now been completed
and a variety of enhancements such as queries and reporting functions have been added to
the basic databases to assist the NARST Administrative Assistant in her day to day
duties. The redevelopment of the NARST databases will also allow for the eventual
development of other enhancements including an on-line members directory, online
membership renewal and conference registration at the board's discretion.
Future Hosting of Electronic Services
As NARST continues to develop its informational presence on the web and also begins to
consider the provision of electronic services to its members, a number of associated
questions come to mind. How will we continue to host the NARST presence (on our own
equipment or through contracting a webhosting service)? How will we manage the new
processes at the board level (who will take on these new tasks)? And f inally, how will we
ensure that these web services are modular and can be moved among institutions who
may contract to provide services to NARST?

0

Appendedfor Information
~
Electronic Services Director - List of Responsibilities (draft)

D.B. Zandvliet
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NARST Electronic Services Director
List of Responsibilities

-

-

2.

Maintain and Update the NARST InformationalSite (www.narst.org)
maintain a webserver and continue registration of the Narst domain name
post up to date info regarding the NARST organization and its governance
communicate to the membership information regarding the Annual Meeting
researching and posting conference dates for affiliated organizations
posting other information as required or requested by the board
Maintain other NARST Communications

-

monitor the NARST Listserve

-

develop and monitor other working email lists as required

-

Supportfor the ProposalReview Process
development and maintenance of the online proposal submission database
development and maintenance of the online proposal review process

3.
-

4.
-

5.
-

Supportfor Membership Services
re-development and maintenance of the NARST Membership databases
as required by the board, devise further electronic strategies including: web based
membership directory, online membership and conference registration
Compile and Develop Reportsfor the NARST Board
prepare a draft program report to be presented at the NARST Fall Board meeting
prepare a final program report to be presented at the NARST Annual Meeting
compile other reports, workplans or recommendtaions as required by the board

D.B. Zandvliet
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Annual Meeting Coordinator Report
Submission andReview Process
This year marked the fourth year of the electronic submission and review process for
NARST. I continue to work with a systems person at SFU (Carson Au) and one research
assistant (Eric Simons) to assist me with design and implementation of revisions to the
NARST on-line submission and review process. The process has been smooth this year
relative to other years and the processing of proposals was completed well ahead of
schedule. As last year, we advertised only the electronic proposal submission process in
the Call for Papers both on-line and in the NARST news. This document gives basic
instructions as to how to submit a proposal on-line. We also plan to continue the tradition
of honouring submission of papers in hard copy or on disc- however, we received no
proposals or requests for this alternate form of submission this year.
Strand coordinators are working with the AMC to complete the review process in a
timely manner. Overall, the submission process continues to be improved and this year
we have made a number of technical improvements and including features such as a
reviewer web site where reviewers register their contact details and submit completed
reviews via an electronic reviewer form. This new development allows us to track the
reviews (AMC and strand coordinators) and monitor who is conducting the reviews. It
has also freed the strand coordinators from the repetitive task of manually submitting
reviews and should allow them more time to assist in the development of the program
and for recruiting presiders, discussants, etc. As in other years, the proposals submitted
reflect the international flavour of the NARST membership. The following table lists the
number of proposals submitted to each strand relative to other years.
Table 1
Paper Proposals Submitted by Strand (1999-2005)
2000
Meeting
84
58
39

2001
Meeting
70
40
36

2002
Meeting
75
75
66

2003
Meeting
104
56
44

2004
Meeting
90
58
64

2005
Meeting
82
63

1
2
3

1999
Meeting
75
52
40

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

b) 22

4

96

106

124

a)70

63

65

63

--

--

--

--

b)69

60

56

64

5
6
7
8
9
10
total

53
32
49
34
16
39
486

41
43
38
43
24
50
526

61
41
47
29
32
47
527

56
84
48
29
36
4
672

68
68
41
34
24
46
608

69
37
57
29
33
70
628

40
56
36
38
51
58
601

Strand

D.B. Zandvliet
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Annual Meeting Coordinator Report (continued)
EncouragementofAlternative Session Formats
This year the names of the session formats were changed to highlight their equivalence as
full paper presentations and a number of innovative formats developed. These arefurther
described in the Strand Coordinatorguidelines and will be described in greater detail in
the President-elect'sreport. The plan for this year will be to hold back a certain number of
sessions specifically for the new types of presentations and perhaps have a quota of
allowable sessions for each strand. These withheld sessions may be dedicated to special
NARST Sessions, specific strands or alternatively, shared across multiple strands allowing
NARST greater flexibility and while allowing for more papers to be presented in our
limited program space.
Table 2
2005 Proposals Submitted by Strand and Presentation Format
Individual

solo

tandem

multi

Papers

0

Strand 1
Strand 2
Strand 3a
Strand 3b
Strand 4a
Strand4b
Strand 5
Strand 6
Strand 7
Strand 8
Strand 9
Strand 10

76
42
24
22
58
58
36
43
36
34
34
54

62
31
22
20
45
47
29
38
31
31
24
42

4
7
1
1
6
4
3
1
1
0
5
7

10
4
1
1
7
7
4
4
4
3
5
5

Colloquia

Multiple

(Symposia)

Paper Set

2
1
2
0
1
2
0
5
0
0
1
0

1
5
0
0
1
1
1
2
0
1
4
1

2005 Draft Program
At the time of this report, the review process for the Dallas meeting was nearing
completion with coordinators preparing to submit program groupings and
recommendations to the AMC. Work will continue on the 2005 program in close
consultation with the President-elect over the coming months with a draft schedule to
posted on the web by mid-November and a version distributed with the NARST News.
Future Meetings
Future meetings have been contracted for 2006 (Hyatt Embarcadero, San Francisco) and
2007 (Sheraton, New Orleans). Tentative moves on a site selection for the 2008 meeting
have also begun.
Appendedfor Information
Reviewer Instructions/ Coordinator Instructions/ AMC List of Responsibilities (draft)
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NARST 2005 Reviewer Instructions
This year's process for Reviewers will look a little different than that of past years. Reviewers
will be expected to register themselves, obtain a Reviewer Number, and use that code to mark all
their submitted reviews. Also new to the process this year will be the expectation that Reviewers
submit all their reviews via an online form. We anticipate that this new process will shorten the
time between the paper submission deadline and the final decision-making for paper acceptance.
A side benefit of registration is that we will also be sure to have the proper information to credit
Reviewers in the conference program (in past years we have received some of this information
too late to be included in print).
NARST Paper Reviewer Registration
Step 1.
http://www3.educ.sfu.ca:591/narst review/reviewer reg!
After filling out the necessary fields, click "New Record". A nine-digit reviewer id will be
returned to you. Please make record of this number as you'll be using it to mark all the reviews
you submit this year.
Step 2.
NARST Paper Review Submission
http://www3.educ.sfu.ca:591/narst review/review sub/
This is where you'll be entering in the information for each of your reviews.
Required fields are as follows...
Reviewer ID: [your nine-digit code]
Paper ID: [five-digit id of the paper in question]
Your Comment on Paper: [as in past years, your review following the standard format]
Ratings 1-5: [To aid in the readability of your reviews, you will need to use the buttons provided
to quickly enter your marks in each of the five standard categories.]
Your Recommendation: [The customary choice of four options.]
Then simply click 'submit'.

NARST 2005 Coordinator Instructions
The review process has been altered this year, most significantly in the way that reviewers turn
their results in via our review submission webpage. Between that change and the way that those
reviews are automatically compiled now, some of the coordinators' paper-shuffling
responsibilities should be alleviated.
As coordinator, you will be provided a URL specific to your strand which will link you to all the
reviews tendered to your strand to that point, ordered by Paper ID #. You will notice up to three
listings for each paper, each representing a single review. Clicking on the "View Details" link
each listing will allow you to see that review: the reviewer's comments, recommendation, and a
quick-reference listing of the five-category 1-5 ratings.

0

To make a final recommendation on a specific paper, you should examine the [3] reviews and
then use the 'View Details' page of one of those [3] reviews to select your recommendation.
Then use the back button on your browser to return to the review list and begin again.

D.B. Zandvliet
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NARST Annual Meeting Coordinator
List of Responsibilities
1.
-

-

2.
-

-

3.
-

4.
-

5.
-

Selection offuture Meeting Venues
researching conference dates and locations of affiliates such as AERA and NSTA
liasing with conference planners and hotels to determine meeting facility needs
conducting site visits to prospective hotels and reporting on such to the board
negotiating room block and meeting space agreements between NARST & hotels
communicating details and meeting implications of contracts to the NARST board
Preparingthe Callfor Papers
working with Program committee to determine program flow for conference
developing new formats and terminology for program formats and sessions
preparing communication documents regarding the call ( web and NARSTNews)
developing proposals and work plans for strand coordinators and reviewers
summarizing proposal and review processes in the Strand Coordinator Guidelines
Facilitatingthe ProposalProcess
preparing/ revising NARST proposal web pages and databases for submissions
drafting and revising web-based user instructions for submitting proposals
monitoring fileservers thoughout the proposal submission process (July/Aug)
formatting and processing proposals in preparation for on-line review process
preparing and summarizing statistics regarding quantity and format of proposals
FacilitatingProposalReviews
distributing processed proposals to each of the strand coordinators for review
providing strand coordinators with summary information about proposals
preparing forms for use by reviewers (both paper and online formats)
registering reviewers and monitoring the online review process with coordinators
communicating reviewer comments and recommendations to proposers
Preparationof the Draft Program
finalizing and communicating program decisions regarding successful proposals
working with program committee and board consider NARST sponsored sessions
working with Coordinators collect and synthesize suggested program groupings
prepare a draft program schedule including authors, session times and formats
preparing communication documents regarding the draft ( web and NARSTNews)

D.B. Zandvliet
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6.
-

7.
-

-

8.
-
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2004

Preparationof the Final Program
contact various printers artists, binders for bids re printing the Program/Abstracts
monitor status of proposals/ correspond with authors regarding formats and times
identify and correct scheduling conflicts, prepare program updates and edits
research, compile and author supplementary information for the program
deliver manuscript to printer and arrange for shipping to conference venue
PrepareNARST Proceedings Volume
solicit submissions of final papers to the proceedings
provide authors with templates and style guidelines for documents
error check and provide rough edits to submitted documents
develop the design and organization of the volume
burn and stamp CD-ROM volumes for shipping to annual meeting
Pre-conference Supportfor the Annual Meeting
communicate with the membership re hotel and meeting registration details
working with hotel, track accommodation room block and program requirements
contract for A/V and logistical support for program and plenary sessions
arrange for catering at various meetings, functions, breaks and banquet, etc.
work with vendors for displays and materials to be shipped to the venue

-

On-Site Support at Conferences
develop and revise room plans/work orders for hotel staff during the conference
liase with hotel staff, troubleshoot regarding guest accommodation /room block
troubleshoot, provide on site technical support for AV and logistics
fine-tune catering requirements, and other hotels services
distribute final program and conference proceedings to conference attendees

-

Compile and Develop Reportsfor the NARST Board
prepare a draft program report to be presented at the NARST Fall Board meeting
prepare a final program report to be presented at the NARST Annual Meeting
compile other reports, workplans or recommendations as required by the board

9.
-

10.

D.B. Zandvliet

NARST News Editor
Randy Yerrick

Administrative Assistant
Marilyn Estes

Administrative Assistant's Report
Board Meeting October 2004
Dallas, TX
¢ Database
¢ Emeritus membership
¢ Standing Committee members, to receive awards, to submit proposals
*Membership to NARST must be current
¢ Payments for NARST conference
should receive what
¢ Deadline for refunds

-

board members and students who

Program Committee
Jim Shymansky

Research Committee
Gail Richmond

Fall 2004 Board Report
NARST Research Committee
Members: Gail Richmond (Chair); Pamela Abder (Co-Chair), Julia Clark, Barbara
Hug, Robert Louisell, Patricia Simmons, Anat Zohar,
The Research Committee has a complex set of responsibilities in its service to
the NARST organization. Not only does this committee serve as the vetting body
for a variety of proposals (described below), but it has also served as a
collaborative group to the Program and Publications committees, particularly
with regard to matters related to the annual conference and to the electronic
publication-in-progress, PEERS MATTER. (More detail on these activities is
included in the reports from these two committees.) This report summarizes the
activities of the Research Committee from April through September 2004.
As the Chair of the Research Committee also sits on the Program Committee, in
the two months following the 2004 Annual Meeting, I worked with NARST
President, Jim Shymansky, in identifying a theme for the 2005 conference. In
consultation with members of both committees, the conference theme was
identified in late spring, and three subsequent activities were undertaken by the
Research Committee:
1) NARST Sessions at NSTA
A Call for Proposals for NARST sessions at the 2005 NSTA Conference was
issued to the NARST membership electronically through postings on both the
NARST-l and general membership listservs. Twelve proposals were received,
and all were blind-reviewed by Research Committee members. As a
consequence of this review, seven proposals for research-based papers of
interest to practitioners were chosen, and appropriate steps were taken by the
Chair, in consultation with the NSTA annual meeting coordinators, for inclusion of
these papers in the slots allotted to the NARST organization at the 2005 National
NSTA Conference to be held in Dallas.

In

2) NARST Pre-Conference Workshops
mid-summer, a Call for Proposals for Pre-Conference Workshops for the
NARST 2005 meetings was issued electronically. The membership was
encouraged to consider topics related to the conference theme and of interest to
a broad constituency. Seven proposals were received and are currently under
review by all members of the committee.
3) Conference Speakers
The Research Committee Chair also consulted with the NARST President in
identifying speakers for the 2005 meeting. It was decided that offering to the
members in attendance the opportunity to hear directed conversations among a
group of invited science educators and science education researchers from the

U.S. and abroad, representing a wide range of organizations and institutions,
would allow for public discussion of issues related to the conference theme and
an opportunity to stimulate public attention and further work. A number of
individuals were identified and are responding to the President's invitation to
participate. (See President's Report.) The Research Committee is inthe process
of putting together a group of questions which each of the speakers have agreed
to address in writing before the conference. These responses will serve as the
vehicle for discussion which will take place between panelists and audience
members at the conference. In addition, the written commentary from all
panelists will be edited and posted on the NARST website after the conference
concludes.

Respecifully submitted 26-9-O4

by Gail Richmond

Publications Advisory Committee

Penny Gilmer
S
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External Policy and Relations
Committee

Julie Gess-Newsome

External Policy and Relations Committee
October 8-9, 2004 Fall NARST Board Report
Co-Chair: Julie Gess-Newsome and Deb Smith (through August 2004)
Members: David Treagust, George DeBour, Norm Lederman, Herb Brunkhorst, Michal
Lomask, Sandi Abell
Ex Officio: John Stayer, John Tillotson, Gail Richmond, Pamela Fraser Abder, Penny
Gilmer
1. Committee Chairs: As many of you know from the e-mail conversations earlier this
fall, Deb Smith requested to step down from the NARST board so that she could devote
the time she needed to her newly assigned second grade classroom and to her NSF PICRUST project. I (Julie) will assume the duties of chair of the committee on my own
until that time when a co-chair is appointed as part of the normal board election process.
2. Committee Charges: The original charge of the EPRC is listed below. We have made
insertions/changes in blue (ignoring the minor omissions) to indicate our evolving
understanding and clarification of our role. The committee is in support of these
clarifications.
Assuming that changes to the NARST Policy and Procedures manual needs a vote of the
board:
Motion forwarded from the committee: Move to include the committee charge,
membership, procedures, and timeline, as listed below, in the NARST Policies and
Procedures.

Charge: The External Policy and Relations Committee is responsible for the following:
-

-

Review and/or be informed about existing educational policies at the state,
national, and international levels and provide the NARST membership with
access to this information.
Facilitate the production of position papers based on research that can assist
policy makers and the public-at-large in making more informed decisions about
science teaching and learning.
Foster the development of partnerships and collaborations with appropriate
professional organizations and groups in order to influence policy, politics, and
public relations in regard to quality science teaching and learning.

Membership: The membership consists of a Chair and 6 members. The Chair is a Board
Member who is appointed by the NARST President-elect. The President-elect also
appoints the 6 members with two members rotating out every year from their three years
of service. The President and Executive Director also act as Ex-officic members. Given
the function of this committee, senior researchers, NARST Past-presidents, past and/or
current presidents of other organizations, policy-makers, and high-ranking administrators
who are also members of NARST should be considered first for membership on this

committee. All other aspects of equity (gender, socio-cultural background, etc.) should

also be considered in the selection of members. The President-elect appoints a Board
member to serve as Assistant Chair during the last year of the Chair's tenure on the
board. The Assistant Chair succeeds to the Chair position upon the Chair's retirement
from the Board.
Procedures: The work of the committee is primarily conducted during the annual meeting
and through electronic means throughout the year.
Timelines: Timelines are determined by the types of projects and initiatives selected by
the committee or as charged by the NARST president and/or board.

If the above motion is approved, the NARST Policies and Procedures will no longer be
consistent with the bylaws. Currently, a change to the committee charge requires a vote
of the membership. Since I believe that all the committee charges, membership, and
procedures should be removed from the Bylaws, I request that a specific conversation

on this topic occur at a future NARST board meeting and all changes come forward
to the membership with a single vote.
3. Committee Initiatives: At the April committee meeting, four initiatives were selected
as projects for the year. Each initiative is described below with a progress update.
3A. Summaries of Research: The committee sought to generate an initial set of
research summaries from the authors of the upcoming chapters in the Handbook of
Research on Science Education. The plan was for Deb to contact the authors about their
participation and draft a document template (3-5 pages maximum) for the EPRC
members to review. The hope was to have draft syntheses available for web
review/feedback in September 2004 and finalized versions ready for dissemination (web
and/or NARSTNews) in February 2005. Based on the submissions received, the EPRC
would generate a list of "missing" topics and suggest authors to solicit for a second round
of writing and reviews. The plan was to then propose a session at the 2005 NARST
international conference for discussion and dissemination of the papers. This task has not
been started.
3B: Top Ten Task: Julie drafted a call to the membership to solicit the Top Ten
Things we Know about Science Educationfrom the Research, and the Top Ten Things we
Need Research to Better Inform us about in Science Education. The EPRC reviewed the
call prior to it being sent to the membership on the NARST list serve in May 2004 (see
Attachment A). The plan was for Julie will organize and collapse the submitted materials
and forward them to the committee for examination and a round of synthesis and review,
submitting the results for publication in NARST News or other appropriate venues, and
for discussion in the EPRC session at the 2005 NARST international conference. While a

number of members expressed great interest in the results of this project, no submissions
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were received. The results (or lack of) from this experiment will go back to the
committee in order to redesign a new strategy or to eliminate the initiative.
As an outgrowth of the work on this project, I was contacted by Patricia Simmons about a
NSTA/AETS/NARST collaborative to submit an NSF conference grant to address a very
similar task. Patricia and I talked extensively about the work of the Science Education
Summit Working Group and have decided to offer a pair of experimental sessions at
AETS based on the science education research matrix established by her group. The
description of the sessions can be found in Attachment C. Additional details on this
initiative will inevitably be included in Patricia's NSTA report to the NARST board.

3C: Database of Member Expertise: The idea of adding a field to the
membership database whereby individual members could specify an area of expertise
was briefly discussed with David Zandvliet. Further discussion will be pursued as the
database conversion is stabilized. The intention would be to use this database to quickly
identify members who can provide statements about the research as policy and press
issues arise. As this potential moves closer to reality, the EPRC will be contacted to
consider the best ways to organize the database so that it is both comprehensive and
searchable. Decisions will be made in consultation David and Marilyn Estes so that the
most efficient and effective method of data collection and input is used. At the April
meeting, I had an extensive conversation with Marilyn about the database. Based on my
own experience with transferring databases from one system to another, I have a number
of concerns. As of late April, the data base was not yet in operation and no additional
action has been taken on this item. I suggest that a sub-committee of the board meet in

a working group to consider the fields to include on the database.
3D: Conference on Science Education Policy, Politics, and Public Relations:
Julie and Deb pursued the idea of organizing a short (one or two day), focused conference
for key leaders and representatives of science education and education fields to: 1)
identify policy, politics, and public relations needs that exist across the associations, 2)
identify mechanisms that are in existence that may be expanded through their use and
support by multiple associations, 3) determine new needs that may be pursued as a
collective or as individual associations on behalf of the collective, and 4) determine how
each association, through their unique mission and membership, can best contribute to the
collective, thus reducing duplication of effort and expanding the potential for new
directions (See Attachment B). Working with Mark Bostwick, a conference site and date
was identified in New Orleans for July 30-31, 2004 and we were prepared to submit a
budget to the NARST board for approval. In a brief round of e-mails with the committee,
it was decided that the date was too early and individual's schedules too full. Deb was to
directly contact the leadership of NSTA, AETS, AERA, and NALRST (with the idea of
focusing on a small group initially) and see if there was interest in such a meeting and to
investigate a potential date. This task was not accomplished. At this time, the committee
will need to reaffirm its interest in this initiative.

ATTACHMENT A: Memo to the NARST membership on the list serve on the Top
Ten Task - NARST Summer Thinking/Writing Assignment
NARST Members:
As part of the meeting of the External Policy and Relations Committee, we sensed that,
while research informs all of our work, there were few places where we could turn as
members and find a brief compilation of those things that we know through research to
be true, and those things that we have yet to investigate. Therefore, we were encouraged
to bring to the NARST membership the task of identifying the following:

What are the top ten things that we know about science
education from the research?
What are the top ten things we need research to better inform
us about in science education?
How would you answer these questions? We would like to follow the process outlined
below in order to create this list for use by the membership.
By September 15, 2004, submit your answers to the questions above. The feedback
should be submitted to cstl nau.edu and NOT the NARST listserve (please use the
subject line: Top Ten Task). In your response, provide the following:
a. A short declarative statement about what it is that we know or need to know. This
statement should convey important information and have the potential to inform policy
makers, classroom practitioners, and researchers.
b. A short paragraph stating why you believe we can make the statement provided
with certainty. This paragraph may include a brief narrative explanation of the
implications and research surrounding this knowledge claim, references to the research
literature, and explanation of the type of research that has been conducted, and/or the
strength of that research.
c. A few key citations (seminal studies, literature reviews, etc.) that would assist an
individual in being convinced of the soundness of the research.
Below are two potential examples of what the replies may look like. Note that these
examples are generic as opposed to science education specific. In some cases, pursing a
chain of logic from generic education statements to science education may make sense,
but our goal is to justify what we, as a science education community know or need to
know in order to have an impact on the field. The first example was extracted from
How people learn: Brain, mind, experience, and school (Bransford, J.D. et al., 2000)
from page 14. The second from Research Prioritiesfor Technology Education (AAAS,
2000).
What we know:

Student learning is impacted by previous experience. Students come to the classroom
with preconceptions about how the world works. If their initial understanding is not
engaged, they may fail to grasp the new concepts and information they are taught, or they
may learn them for purposes of a test but revert to their original perceptions outside of the
classroom. Therefore, a critical feature of effective teaching at any grade level is that it
elicits from students their preexisting understanding of the subject matter to be taught and
provides opportunities to build on or challenge the initial understanding. For the scientific
understanding to replace the naive understanding, students must reveal the latter and have
the opportunity to see where it falls short of explanatory power based on concrete
experience. The teacher must actively inquire into students' thinking, creating classroom
tasks and conditions under which student thinking can be revealed. Student initial
conceptions then provide the foundation upon which more formal understanding of the
subject matter is built. For this type of teaching to occur, the model of the child as an
empty vessel to be filled with knowledge must be replaced with one in which the child is
an active participant in knowledge construction.
Key references:
Bransford, J.D., et al. (2000). How people learn: Brain, mind, experience, and school.
Washington, DC: National Academy Press
DiSessa, A. (1982). Unlearning Aristotelian physics: A study of knowledge-base
learning. Cognitive Science, 6, 37-75.
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, Science Education Department. (1987). A
Private Universe. Video. Cambridge, MA: Science Media Group.
What we don't know:
Despite the research on content knowledge and problem solving, it is still unknown
how children learn specific ideas, such as "systems." There is a wealth of information
about student preconceptions and the effectiveness of various strategies that can be used
to move students from their initial views to those that are more scientifically based
(Driver, 1985, 2000). Despite this work, there are a number of complex topics for which
we have limited research. For instance, the concept of "systems" has been identified as
critical and overarching in the Benchmarksfor Science Literacy (1993), the National
Science Education Standards (1996), and in the International Technology Education
Association's Standardsfor Technology Literacy (2000). But the research into how and
when children can learn specific ideas about systems is almost completely lacking. For
instance, "systems" may act as an organizing model for ideas in many fields, but in order
to build understanding, students must possess a rich, detailed knowledge toward which to
apply to the overarching idea. How is this best done? How does the level of complexity
of the model need to be tailored to meet the learners' current level of knowledge,
complexity, and skill? While a catalog of misconceptions and the instructional methods
needed to address them would be of some value, identifying key, fundamental ideas in
science and prioritizing research on those concepts may more fruitfully lead to new
insights in the areas of cognition and developmental appropriateness, inform curriculum
development efforts, and force a closer scrutiny of the assumptions underlying aspects of
science education.
Key References:

AAAS. (2000). Research Prioritiesfor Technology Education:A summary of the
proceedings of the first AAAS Technology EducationResearch Conference,
December 1999. Washington DC: AAAS
Bransford, J.D., et al. (2000). How people learn: Brain, mind, experience, and school.
Washington, DC: National Academy Press
Driver, R., Guesne, E., & Tiberghien, A. (1985). Children 's ideas in science.
Buckingham, MK: Open University Press.
Driver, R., Squires, A., Ruchworth, P., & Wood-Robinson, V. (2000). Making sense of
secondary science: Research into children 's ideas. London: Routledge.
We're anxious to here your thoughts. Consider using this exercise as part of the graduate
courses that you are teaching this summer!

ATTACHMENT B: Memo to other organizations about the proposed
Conference on Science Education Research, Policy, Politics, and Public Relations
Following the Science Summit held in March 2004, it has become apparent that science
education is next in the list of content areas that are undergoing attack for "non-rigorous"
research and limited implications for instructional practice. As a group, the science
education community has been poorly equipped to respond to these accusations with an
immediate or powerful voice. While there are many associations dedicated to the
improvement of science teaching and learning, there is currently no vehicle to bring our
collective wisdom or resources together in support of science education.
Purpose: Key leaders and representatives of science education and education fields are
being invited to attend a conference in order to:
1) Identify policy, politics, and public relations needs that exist across the
associations
2) Identify mechanisms that are in existence that may be expanded through their
use and support by multiple associations,
3) Determine new needs that may be pursued as a collective or as individual
associations on behalf of the collective, and
4) Determine how each association, through their unique mission and
membership, can best contribute to the collective, thus reducing duplication of
effort and expanding the potential for new directions.
Desired Outcomes: Based on this meeting, we hope to:
1) Increase understanding of the commitments, needs, and resources that exist across
various groups as they relate to science education.
2) Develop an action plan for increased cooperation among groups including specific
steps to address immediate needs in the areas of policy, politics, and public
relations as they impact science education.
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3) Create a pre-conference workshop proposal for the NARST 2005 international
meeting that examines networking options around policy, politics, and public
relations, and/or may include targeted presentations by individuals who can work
with the membership in honing their skills in taking advocate positions for science
education in local, state, national, and international venues.
Logistics: Central US location (Chicago, St. Louis). One or two days, perhaps in late July
or early August.
NARST would: reserve room block and meeting space (pay for if needed), provide inmeeting meals, provide meeting facilitation and basic materials (chart paper, projectors,
etc.), support travel for 5 members to participate at a maximum of $750 each (co-chairs
of EPRC, 3 presidents or their representatives).
Budget:
Meeting room: $xx ($X x days)
Breakfast: $xx ($xx x # of participants)
Lunch: $xx ($xx x # of participants)
Travel support for NARST members: $ 3750 ($750 x 5 participants)
Total: $
Agenda:
* Introductions
* Purposes and desired outcomes of the meeting
* Needs for policy, politics, and public relations: Group brainstorm about the
following: the Strengths, Challenges, Opportunities, and Threats (is this the
correct list) as it relates to science education
* Overview of Associations: Each association will present in poster form the
following (representatives will be told in advance about this task):
o Mission
o Nature and size of membership
o Internal resources as related to PPPR: staff, research, publications,
lobbyists, etc
o Key needs as related to policy, politics, and public relations
* Prioritize needs. As a group, how would we prioritize those we would like to
influence? What mechanisms would best allow for this influence?
* Assignment of tasks: Revisit group needs and resources. Determine which needs
are best addressed as a collective and create a structure for this collaboration as
well as an action plan. Determine which associations have a unique mission or
resource base and create an action plan for assignments while deciding how the
collective will be informed of progress.
* Review of action steps, group/person responsible, and timeframes.
Partner Science Education Associations: Who are we missing? Is it productive to have all
these groups at the table at this time? Should the initial focus involve fewer groups?

Science Education (general):
NARST: National Association for Research in Science Teaching
AETS: Association for the Education of Teachers of Science
NSTA: National Science Teachers Association
Science Education (content specific):
CSELA: Council of Science Education Leaders Association
NABT: National Association of Biology Teachers
AAPT: American Association of Physics Teachers
Chemistry?
Related and generic education groups:
AAAS-Project 2061: American Association for the Advancement of Science
WestED:
AERA: American Educational Research Association
NSDC: National Staff Development Council
ASCD: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
PTA: Parent-Teacher Association
CCSSO: Council of Chief State School Officers
International Associations: What is the role and potential for effective partnering with
international associations at this time?
Partner Government Agencies: Are these groups to be represented at the conference, or
are they the recipients of our work?
CSSP: Council of Scientific Society Presidents
NSF: National Science Foundation
DOE: Department of Education

ATTACHMENT C: Research Matrix Discussions at AETS
Simmons, P., Gess-Newsome, J., & Norman, K. (January, 2005). Fleshing out the science
education matrix: Cognition and learning, subject area knowledge and the nature
of science, teacher's role, student's role, learning environment, and assessment.
A paper accepted for presentation at the annual meeting of the Association for the
Education of Teachers of Science, Colorado Spring, CO.
Simmons, P., Gess-Newsome, J., & Norman, K. (January, 2005). Fleshing out the science
education matrix: Affective domain, cultural context, technology, facilities,
management, policy, and workforce development. A paper accepted for
presentation at the annual meeting of the Association for the Education of
Teachers of Science, Colorado Spring, CO.

Membership and Election
Committee

Larry y ore

Membership and Elections Committee 2004 Fall Report
A.

Agenda and Minutes of 2004 Spring Committee Meeting Vancouver

Agenda

Reports of the 2003-2004 Committees
a.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

*

Membership: Randy McGinnis

b.
Elections: Cheryl Mason
c.
September-March Membership and Elections Report
Thanks to 2003/04 members of Membership and Elections committees and
announcement of the 2004/05 committee members
Business Arising from the Reports
a.
2004 Committee-sponsored Activities
i.
Mentors Program
ii.

New Researchers Receptions

Committee-sponsored Special Sessions: Graduate students and new faculty
members
2004 Local Arrangements and Alternative Accommodations
New Business
a.
Local Arrangements sub-committee for Dallas in 2005
b.
Committee-sponsored activities and sub-committees for 2005
c.
Membership services (graduate student and international member rates,
travel insurance, discounts on car rental, books and other professional
needs, etc
d.
Membership recruitment
e.
Other issues/ideas
The new committee names and email addresses are:
Chair:
® Larry Yore (06) lyore~uvic.ca
Members:
* Valerie Akerson (05) vakerson@indiana.edu
* Cheryl Mason (05) cmason@mail.sdsu.edu
® Rick Pomeroy (05) jrpomeroy@ucdavis.edu
® Robert Snyder (06) robert.snyder@sru.edu
® Emmett Wright (06) birdhunt@ksu.edu
* Michalinas Zembylas (06) zembylas@msu.edu
* Alan Blakely (07) awblakely~ucdavis.edu
* Angela Morrow (07) acmorro@unco.edu
* Gergory Potter (07) gpotter@pacific.edu
Ex officio:
" Co-chair-Immediate Past-President: Andy Anderson andya~msu.edu
" Co-chair--President-Elect: James Shymansky jshymansky@umsl.edu
e
Executive Director: John Tillotson jwtillot@syr.edu

Minutes of 2004 Spring Meeting

Composition of Committee: Nine members chaired by a NARST board member,
co-chaired by the president-elect and past-president, and supported by the
Executive Director.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

.

Committee Membership: Consulted with John Stayer, 2003-04 President-elect,
about membership and blending the on-going members from the former
Elections Committee and the former Membership Committee. Meetings were
held at AETS Nashville and by telephone (Committee memberships are included
in the President-elect's report).
Membership Enhancement Activities; 2004 Local Arrangements (see 2003-04
International Committee Report). It is proposed that a local arrangements
subcommittee be established and that it be charged with providing local
information and arrangements for the annual meeting city. The subcommittee
would be chaired by the Membership and Election Committee Chair; members
would be from or familiar with the host city and would be appointed for a oneyear term.
Alternative accommodations are provided for graduate students and members
from developing countries. The local arrangements subcommittee is to develop a
list of alternative accommodations for the Membership and Elections Chair and
the Chair provides these alternatives when and where appropriate.
Proposed issues for consideration: Enhanced member services (graduate
student and international member rates, travel insurance, discounts for car
rentals, books, and other professional needs.), membership drive, and other
issues.
Leads for committee-sponsored events and local arrangements (Dallas 2005,
see on-going actions, below)

B.
On-going Actions of Committee
1.

2005 Annual Meeting Sponsored Presentations (Action required on budget
implications)
a.

Graduate Students Seminar
(90-minute Lunch or Breakfast meeting. Requires a room that can seat
150 and a box lunch or breakfast. Questions will be welcomed.)
Moderator:
* James McDonald, Central Michigan University
Panelists and their topics:
* James T. McDonald: Resources for Making the Transition
* William Newman: Surviving the Writing Process
* Meredith Beilfuss: Organizing for the Job Search
* Carla Johnson: Transitioning into Your New Job
Program Description:
Few experiences in our graduate training prepare us for the baffling process of
applying for faculty positions and then adapting to that first year as a junior
faculty. This session of roundtables is intended to de-mystify the process of
making the transition from our role as graduate students to new faculty members.
Each panelist has recently navigated these murky waters; they offer their
personal experience and resources that helped them to make decisions along
the way.

b.

Junior Faculty Meeting
(90-minute Lunch or Breakfast meeting. Requires a room that can seat
150 and a box lunch or breakfast. Questions will be welcomed.)
Moderator and Presider:
* James McDonald, Central Michigan University
Panel:
* William Newman, Illinois Institute of Technology
* Meredith Beilfuss, Indiana State University
* Carla Johnson, Utah State University
Program Description:
The first few years as a junior faculty member can be challenging, busy, and go
by quickly. This session of roundtables is intended to inform junior faculty of how
to survive the first two to three years on the road to tenure. Each of the panelists
is currently a junior faculty member seeking tenure. We ask NARST members to
join us for an interactive discussion and a chance for meaningful dialogue.
c.
Mentor-Mentee Nexus
Greg Potter and Allan Blakley
d.
New Researchers Meeting
Alan Blakley and Greg Potter
2.

Dallas Local Arrangements Sub-Committee (Information Only)
a.

Transportation: Rebekah Nix, The University of Texas at Dallas

Airport-Hotel Transportation
There are several options for transportation to and from the Fairmont Dallas
Hotel, which is a little more than 20 miles from the Dallas/Fort Worth International
Airport (DFW). The average travel time is 40-60 minutes, but this will vary greatly
by time and day. Most drivers accept all major credit cards, but please verify
payment options and current rates, given in US dollars. The 'DFW Airport Guide'
(http://www.dfwairport.com) has a good overview of services, including a
transportation guide.
Shared Rides and Limo Services
One-way rates are approximately $15-20 for shared ride per person, $65-75 for
vans with up to 10 passengers, or $50-$60 for sedan service, and $100-150 for a
limousine. We recommend that you make reservations online now!
* https://www.supershuttle.com
* http://www.yellowcheckershuttle.com
* http://www.suvana.com
Curbside Taxi Services
Taxi service is available on the upper level of each terminal. For assistance,
please locate the Airport Ground Transportation employee wearing a white
Airport shirt. Fares to downtown Dallas are approximately $38.
Rental Cars
DFW has a purpose-built Car Rental Center located near the airport entrance.
There is a shuttle bus to the Car Rental Center from the lower level of each
3

terminal every five minutes. The car rental company along with information
regarding the return of the vehicle will provide directions out of the airport.
Once you're downtown, Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) is the bus and rail
service for the city of Dallas. The nearest station to the Fairmont Hotel is located
three blocks away on the corner of Akard Street and Pacific Avenue. See
http://www.dart.org/ for more details.
b.

Local Restaurants: Amy Robertson

The restaurants listed are not very expensive. Most, if not all, of the main entrees
offered at any of these restaurants would be under $20 US. This abbreviated list
of restaurants is broken down into three major areas near the Fairmont HotelWest End, Stone Street Gardens, and Deep Ellum. The Fairmont Hotel's web
page has a Dallas city guide that is useful in finding nearby restaurants.
c.

Local Tours and Entertainment: Molly Weinburgh, Texas Christian
University

The Dallas Fairmont Hotel's website provides a "virtual concierge" page that lists
local activities, museums, nightlife, transportation, tours, restaurants, etc. The
listing is fairly extensive and should provide any information visitors would need
while they are here. For instance, the restaurant guide lists types of food,
appropriate dress, distances from the hotel, provides maps, as well as
descriptions and reviews of the menu. The web address:
http://concierge.fairmont.com/location. process/OID_35/OLI D_8855/
3.

Operation Procedure for Emeritus Membership (Action Required)

Emeritus Membership: Information about the classes of membership in NARST is
contained in Article Ill, Section 2 of the By-laws: "Emeritus Members are members in
good standing who have retired from professional service."
The following interpretation of the By-law is meant as an operational procedure that can
be easily enacted by NARST staff and not as any revision to the specific By-law. The
following operational definitions of the conditions for 'Emeritus Membership' are:
1.
2.
3.

S

*

'Emeritus' status is a membership class in the fee structure meant for long-term

NARST members who have given up full-time employment and not an honorary

award;
'Good standing' is interpreted to mean a paid up and on-going member of
NARST for 15 years prior to seeking this emeritus membership status; and
'Retired from professional service' is interpreted to mean has reached the age of
normal retirement (65 years) and retired from a full-time regular professional
appointment or less than the normal retirement age with an official notification of
early retirement. Members involved in a 'phased retirement program' do not
quallfy for 'emeritus' membership until their actual termination of employment.

to provide an
Application for this class of NARST membership requires the member
early or normal retirement notification or termination of full-time employment form from
their employer attached to their membership application.
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B. International Committee meeting in Vancouver, Canada.
The International Committee held a meeting on April 3, 2004 during which Dr. Larry
Yore, outgoing Chair of the Committee, gave a report on the Committee's activities
during the previous year. In addition several issues regarding the future activities of the
Committee were discussed. Appendix II presents the minutes of the meeting.
C. International Committee activities between April and September 2004

The International Committee's activities between April and September 2004 included
planning an international Seminar, preparing aproposal for NARST travel grants, and
communicating with ESERA to organize an ESERA session at he 2005 NARST
Conference and a NARST session at the upcoming ESERA Conference. Details of these
activities are presented below.
1. International Seminar:

The title of the international Seminar will be "Learning from cross cultural science
education". The following individuals have accepted to participate in the Seminar:
* Dr. Roger Bybee
* Dr. Kathleen Roth
* Dr. Nicos Valanides
* Dr. Costas Papanastasiou
* Dr. Vasilis Koulaidis, Greece
I am still waiting for the responses of Dr. Doris Jorde and Dr. Senta Raizen
2. NARST Travel Grants

The attached travel grant proposal (Appendix I) was developed in consultation
with the members of the International Committee. However, the following issues
need to be resolved before the proposal is complete:

" Number of Grants Offered
* When application will receive notification

* Who determines who the winners will be? (The international
committee, or a panel from the international committee, or the chair of
the international committee, or a panel of board members, etc.)
3. Collaboration with ESERA

Based on the following NARST Executive Board decisions regarding the
collaboration with ESERA
" Motion by Gess-Newsome to allocate one 90-minute paper session at the
2005 NARST conference to the ESERA organization that it be sponsored
by the NARST International Committee. Seconded by Dagher. (Motion
passed 12-0-0)

Motion by Gess-Newsome that, if NARST receives an invitation from
ESERA, that the NARST International Committee will organize that
session. Motion seconded by Gilmer. (Motion passed 12-0-0).
ESERA has accepted the invitation to organize a session at the 2005 NARST
Conference and to invite NARST to organize a session at the upcoming ESERA
Conference, whose venue and dates have not been finalized. Dr. Roser Pinto has
been appointed as the official contact between ESERA and the International
Committee of NARST. I am in the process of coordinating the two sessions with
Dr. Doris Jordi, President of ESERA and Dr. Roser Pinto to prepare for a NARST
paper set at the upcoming ESERA Conference and an ESERA paper set at the
NARST 2005 Conference.
"

Appendix I
DRAFT
PROPOSAL FOR TRAVEL GRANTS
Purpose

The NARST travel grants have been established for the following purposes:
1. To encourage international graduate students, international science education
professionals just starting their careers in science education', and international science
education researchers to participate in NARST annual conference.
2. To demonstrate the commitment of NARST to help international graduate students,
international science education professionals just starting their careers in science
education, and international science education researchers to share their experiences
and develop professionally.
3. To demonstrate the commitment of NARST of becoming an international
organization by financially supporting international science educators to attend the
NARST annual conference.
What do the grants cover?

Grants are not meant to cover the full cost associated with attending the NARST conference.
They are rather intended to defray some of the cost of attending the conference. The grants
may be used for air travel, ground transportation, and conference registration fees.
Grant amount:

The maximum amount per grant is $500.00.
Who is eligible to get the grants?
The following groups of individuals are eligible to receive the NARST travel grants, in order
of priority:
1. International science education graduate students studying in the USA or abroad.
2. International science education professionals from outside the USA just starting their
careers.
3. International science education researchers from outside the USA.
To be eligible for the grants, recipients must be participating in the conference by
presenting a paper, participating in a seminar, or conducting NARST official business such as
serving on the NARST board or chairing a NARST committee. Moreover, applicants need to
demonstrate a need for support and to provide evidence that they have attempted to get
support from other sources to attend the conference. Finally, preference will be given to
applicants from under-represented groups, applicants from developing countries, and those
who have not received a grant in a previous year.
Grant application procedures:

Applicants should
1. Fill out the attached application form
2. Provide evidence for needing support

'Not more than six years beyond their doctorate.

NARST TRAVEL GRANTS APPLICATION

Last name:

First name:

____________

____________

Institution name:
Institution address:

Mailing address:

Telephone:
Current position:

Email:

Fax

__International

science education graduate student studying in the USA.

__International

science education graduate students studying abroad.

__International

science education professional from outside the USA just starting their

careers.
science education researcher from outside the USA.

__International

ilave you ever received a NARST travel grant?

__

Yes _

_No

If yes, what year did you receive the grant? __________________
Estimated budget:
Travel:

________________

Lodging/meals:

__________

Conference registration:

_________

Other:_____________

Other funding (source and amount)

®

Please provide a written statement (a maximum of 300 words) describing the nature of
your participation in NARST Conference (Title of your presentation or seminar in which

Appendix IL
NARST International Committee Meeting Notes
Vancouver BC Canada

April 3, 2004

1. 2003 minutes and reports presented by outgoing chair (L.Yore). He outline action
arising from 2003 Philadelphia meeting:
a. ICASE membership/participation (further action to be considered).
b. 2004 Intentional Symposium outlined.
c. 2004 local arrangements and alternative accommodations outlined and
discussed.
d. International collaboration outlined (see new Business)
e. Financial support for 2004 delegates (no action)
2. Transfer of Chair
3. The International Coordinator thanked 2003-2004 committee and chair.
3. New Business.
a.

Dallas Symposium

- theme to be determined
-

Format to be continued

b. ESERA Paper set - Coordinator to contact ESERA President.
c.

NARST Paper set at ESERA (Spain)

- Coordinator to contact ESERA

President and put call for papers.
d. Guidelines for supporting researchers.
e.

Relevance of plenary sessions to international committee

presenter.
*

Needs NARST Board Approval

f.

Attract South American researchers

-

suggest a
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Committee Activities at 2004 NARST Conference
A major focus of the Committee activities involved the pre-conference workshop
coordinated by the Committee. The evaluation results indicate that the participants highly
rated the workshop and expressed a strong desire to continue such activities (see
Attachments A and B).
At the Committee meeting, the members discussed a proposal to offer an annual preconference workshop and scholarships to encourage and promote research and
scholarship of traditionally underrepresented groups within the NARST.

Committee Activities Planned for 2005 NARST Conference
Pre-conference workshop and scholarships. The Committee has developed a proposal
for the pre-conference workshop and scholarships at the NARST conference each year
(see Attachment C). The Committee proposes that a small number of workshop
participants receive scholarships to attend the workshop. The financial support may be
made available for travel or lodging.
A major point of discussion among the Committee members involved whether the
scholarships will be limited to members of underrepresented groups within the U.S. or be
open to members of underrepresented groups internationally. The Committee decided to
offer the scholarships to both U.S. and international members. However, if the proposal
submitted by the International Committee to offer travel grants for international members
is accepted, the scholarships to be awarded by the Equity and Ethics Committee may be
limited to U.S. members (while international members can attend the workshop).
Equity and Ethics Committee Sponsored Session. We ask for a Committee sponsored
session at which a small group of senior scholars discuss issues of diversity and equity.
The plan is in progress.

Attachment A
NARST Equity and Ethics Committee
Evaluation of the 2004 NARST Pre-Conference Workshop
March 31, 2004
1. How would you rate the workshop overall in terms of quality of the presentations?
5 Excellent

3 Good

4 Very good

2 Fair

1 Poor

2. How would you rate the workshop overall in terms of usefulness of the presentations?
5 Excellent

3 Good

4 Very good

2 Fair

1 Poor

3. What are the strengths of the workshop?

4. What areas of the workshop need improvement?

5. Would you consider attending similar NARST workshops in the future?
Yes

No

Perhaps

6. If you say yes to Question #5, what are the topics that you are interested in?

7. Other comments?

8. Ethnic background
9. Gender______

______

(US member)______ (International member)

Written Responses
Strengths
Focus on scholars of color
Attention to diversity in a positive, proactive manner
Encouraging to potential difficulty
As a graduate student in science ed, this workshop encouraged me to keep pursuing a
scholarship in science ed.
Publication process handout
Handout on the process of writing
Great handouts
Make the way to publish clear
Acknowledging there may be different reasons, other than quality, which may affect success
in publication
Insightful information regarding publication
3 excellent speakers

*

All of these presenters were open[ing] a place for us
Share personal experience, which I found a quite uniqueness of this workshop
Sharing personal experience
Sharing different personal stories
The personal examples
Opinions from experienced persons
Interesting topics for a particular group
The workshop addressed pertinent topics in a structured way as well as creating an
atmosphere of informality where questions (any question) could be posed at any time.
Good, solid practical advice
Practical [map] to the road on academic career
Providing concrete help for navigation
Practical and realistic workshop to hear minority scholar's experience
Some very practical suggestions and information was offered.
Interactive and invitational in a way [that] engaged audience in a dialogue
Particularly liked Alberto's presentation because of his focus on audience and the notion of
compromise
Extremely focused and nuanced 'insider' advice on persistence and change in establishing a
professional identity without losing your voice.
Recommendations and ideas to integrate the club of scholars without hesitation or losing our
identity.
Breakout session

Improvement
Time [allotted] is too short
More time for small group discussion
Small group discussion
More time to share our research interests and concerns
Participation by workshop attendees. Planned engagement wasn't possible (not fault of
presenters) but more could have been planned.
Interested in going over actual letters from editors
How to read/interpret [editor's] comments
This session was too much focused on academic writing
Can be extended to junior faculty as well
More experiences on their teaching
None
I cannot think of anything at the moment. It was great.
I cannot think of specific areas that need improvement. All 3 scholars provided useful
information in different ways that were related to my own experience.
I thought it was great.
It would be wonderful if the workshop is scheduled as an extended session during the
conference.
So far, so good!
Topics

The topics covered in this session were helpful
Insiders view of journals - editors, boards, politics, orientation
More thorough review of science education journals
Journal locations for new researchers writing about equity issues.
Publication
Writing and publishing
Academic writing
Considering examples of academic writing and responses to such
Stress on the emotional part of the writing process (have to be unbiased in the writing)
What is equity and diversity?
What is being discussed in science education on equity?
Are there research questions/agenda for the equity group?
More on conducting research.

*

Networking people who have similar interests
Since junior faculty can be at different levels in their progression, some time talking about
politics and how to manage them would be useful.
Collaborative engagement and resistance
Their teaching experience

V

0

Comments

Thanks
None
Good work. Thanks
Thanks for your time
Thanks so much! The session helped me a great deal.
Small group discussion need more time for bringing out ideas

from each individual

Attachment C
NARST Equity and Ethics Committee
Pre-Conference Workshop for Underrepresented Scholars
Purpose
The Equity and Ethics Committee proposes an annual pre-conference workshop to
encourage and promote research and scholarship of traditionally underrepresented groups within
the NARST. The workshop is designed for science education researchers at entry and
developmental stages of their academic careers (i.e., doctoral students, postdoctoral scholars, and
junior faculty) who are engaged in developing their research agendas. The workshop will be
open free of charge to underrepresented groups from the U.S. and internationally. This workshop
will be a standard offering at an annual NARST conference and will not go through the regular
review process. The workshop instructors are expected to volunteer their time and efforts for the
workshop without financial compensation from NARST.

Rationale

*

In pursuing its mission of providing leadership and guidance to the Association on issues
of equity, the NARST Equity and Ethics Committee proposes a pre-conference workshop
designed to assist the next generation of science education researchers and scholars from
underrepresented groups. Many junior scholars from underrepresented groups struggle with the
process of developing a programmatic line of research and publication. This is due in part to
inadequate modeling and mentoring in this area. The workshop is intended to address this lack
by providing the participants with detailed and practical advice about how to go about
conducting research, publishing their work, developing a research agenda, and building an
academic career. The workshop instructors will share their insights and advice gleaned from their
own experience in academia, as well as serve as mentors for junior scholars.

Workshop Activities
Although workshop topics may vary from one year to the next, the focus will be on
research and scholarship in science education. Potential topics may include writing skills in the
academy, publishing, developing a research agenda, writing grant proposals, preparing for tenure
and promotion, etc. The participants will have opportunities to hear from seasoned science
education researchers and scholars about how to foster the process of academic advancement.
The workshop will feature presentations, focused discussions, and one-to-one sharing of ideas
and strategies that will allow the participants to network, gain valuable insights from seasoned
scholars, and develop strategies for effective transitions within the academy. The Equity and
Ethics Committee members will be present throughout the workshop to act as facilitators in
whole group and small group sessions.

*

Following registration, the Equity and Ethics Committee will invite/require the
participants to submit a 2-5 page writing sample, for example, an abstract or summary of a
working draft of a manuscript, dissertation, grant proposal, or promotion paper, depending on the
topic of the workshop. The workshop instructors and the Equity and Ethics Committee members
will read these writing samples and use them as the basis for their presentations and small group

discussion during the workshop. Additionally, the participants will obtain feedback on their
writing samples from the instructors and the Committee members.
Evaluation
Participants in the workshop will be asked to evaluate it on an official form (see
Appendix B). Their responses will be analyzed by the Equity and Ethics Committee members
and submitted to the NARST Board.

Scholarships
Purpose
A small number of workshop participants will receive scholarships to attend the
workshop. The financial support may be made available for travel or lodging. The scholarships
will target members of nonmainstream groups within the U.S.

Rationale
Ever since the U.S. embraced the goal of mass schooling, it has faced the challenge of
balancing the concern for educational quality with the desire to reach as many students as
possible. Persistent achievement gaps between mainstream students (i.e., those who are White,
middle- or upper-class, and native speakers of standard English) and nonmainstream students
have been a national concern. To address this concern, it is necessary to develop a knowledge
base for promoting high academic achievement while simultaneously pursuing educational
equity for an increasingly diverse student population in the nation.
Science educators and scholars from nonmainstream backgrounds can provide unique
insights about how to provide educational opportunities for students who have been underserved
in the education system. Unfortunately, science education researchers from nonmainstream
backgrounds have been underrepresented within the science education community in general and
the NARST in particular. Without sufficient support for research and scholarship, potential
researchers tend to work institutions with heavy teaching loads and/or with limited support for
research and scholarship. They may face additional difficulties pursuing their research on issues
of minority education in the academy that is dominated by mainstream research agenda. In
general, science education researchers from nonmainstream backgrounds may lack opportunities
to have their voices heard, to develop a network with others with similar research interests, and
to learn from senior scholars. The mentoring opportunities as well as financial support from the
NARST can be used to recruit researchers who have not participated in NARST and retain those
who have become disassociated from NARST. Thus, it is the NARST's self-interest to support
promising young scholars from nonmainstream backgrounds to participate in NARST, to
contribute to science education research and scholarship, and to take leadership in science
education.

Application

.

Scholarships, along with the application form, will be announced on the NARST website
and conference registration form. The Equity and Ethics Committee will reach out electronically

to NARST members who have identified themselves as members of nonmainstream groups in
the U.S.

Applications for scholarships include: (a) the application form (see Appendix A), (b) 2page vitae, (c) 2-4 page statement on research interests, and (d) a 2-5 page writing sample.
Scholarship recipients will be required to attend the pre-conference workshop.
Selection Criteria
The Equity and Ethics Committee will review applications and select awardees by
consensus. The Committee will make decisions based on multiple criteria, including the merit,
needs, and representation of applicants (e.g., ethnicity, language, gender, institution,ec
etc.). Selection will favor junior scholars who demonstrate that: (a) their personal backgrounds as
members of underrepresented groups can provide unique insights about science teaching and
learning with students who have traditionally been marginalized in science education, (b) how
their research and scholarship can contribute to the knowledge base on enhancing equitable
educational opportunities and science achievement for marginalized students, and (c) how their
participation in NARST can improve the diversity of NARST and its effectiveness in carrying
out its mission. These issues can be addressed in the 2-4 page statement on research interests.
Awards
Up to seven awards, each with $500, will be made each year. Applicants may be eligible
for the award for a maximum of two years.
Evaluation
Applications received and the type and number of awards made will be documented and
submitted to the NARST Board at the end of the selection process.

Appendix A
Application for Scholarship
Submitted to the NARST Equity and Ethics Committee
Name
First

Last

Middle

Address and telephone numbers where you can be reached during the daytime hours.
Street
City
Home phone

State

County

Zip

Office phone

____________

e-mail address_________________

Are you a member of NARST? Yes
.

Gender

Male ____

Ethnicity

____No

____

Female______
____

___________

Home language
Country of origin
County of residence currently
Are you a U. S. citizen? Yes

____No

____

Are you a permanent resident in the U.S.? Yes
Current institution

______No

____

and position __________________________

Are you currently funded through a graduate assistantship, fellowship, or grant? Yes __No__

Appendix B
Evaluation of the NARST Pre-Conference Workshop
1. How would you rate the workshop overall in terms of quality of the presentations?
5 Excellent

4 Very good

3 Good

2 Fair

1 Poor

2. How would you rate the workshop overall in terms of usefulness of the presentations?
5 Excellent

4 Very good

3 Good

2 Fair

1 Poor

3. What are the strengths of the workshop?

4. What areas of the workshop need improvement?

5. Would you consider attending similar NARST workshops in the future?
Yes

No

Perhaps

6. If you say yes to Question #5, what are the topics that you are interested in?

7. Other comments?

8. Ethnic background

(U.S.

member)

9. Gender

10. Year that you obtained (or will obtain) your doctoral degree

0

Thank you for your participation in the workshop.

(International member)
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I. COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES SINCE THE NARST 2004 CONFERENCE:

B
S

1) In August 2004, the Awards Committee considered a proposal to change procedures
presented by the Distinguished Contributions to Research Award Committee Chair,
Bill Cobern. This proposal has been under discussion by the DCA 2003-2004 &
2004-2005 committees and consisted of three major changes: A) The initial
nomination procedure will consist of simply sending in the nominee's name and no
more than a page of description of why the nominee should be considered. B) In
addition to the usual solicitation of nominations avenues used in the old procedures,
the DCA Committee members will be proactive in proposing potential candidates
who are eligible for the award and coming up with a short list of no more than 10
nominees by the Fall Board meeting. C) CV's of nominees and nomination letters
would be requested from candidates after the Fall Board meeting. The changes,
intended to reduce the amount of initial paperwork and to increase the pool of
nominees, were discussed at length and approved on September 16 th by a vote of 7 in
favor out of 10 members (3 did not vote). This formal approval was coupled with the
understanding that the DCA committee is to develop operating procedures that
systematize negotiating the short list of 10 (to reduce/eliminate conflict of interest).
Also, The DCA committee was asked to change the language where the short list is
ratifiedby the Board at the October meeting to align it with the recently revised Bylaws. Instead of ratifying the short list, the Board is to be notified about its
composition at the Fall Board meeting. The revised procedures were put into effect
immediately.
2) Since this is a brand new committee, I am currently developing the first draft of a set
of operating procedures that govern its transactions with the award Selection
Committees, and the Board. I expect discuss this document with the committee
members over e-mail and finalize it prior to the 2005 Spring meeting.
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3) The Awards Committee needs to synchronize the description of the NARST awards
in the procedures manual and on the web. I am currently working on a template which
can help systematize this process.
II. PROGRESS REPORTS FROM THE FIVE AWARD SELECTION COMMITTEES:
A. Early Career Award Report: Submitted by Bill Holliday, CoChair, [Allan Harrison,
Chair]:
Allan Harrison of Central Queensland University, Australia, and Bill Holliday of the University
of Maryland, divided up the work. Holliday will do the clerical work. Harrison, located in
Australia, with announce the winner at the 2005 meeting of NARST.
I have received one incomplete set of documents from Dr. Sibel Erduran and has resumed
contact with her (after some complications with her address).
I have received a note (July 14, 2004) from David Treagust regarding another person who
intends to forward their application. I have received nothing from that potential candidate. I
contacted David (September 21, 2004) to ask for help in this regard. I still have received no
response from David, who must be on the road.
No letters of recommendation or letters of nomination have been received concerning any

candidate, as required by NARST and outlined in the attached document, call for nomination.
In short, the committee is trying to attract and help candidates, with little success to date.
Remember, often applications arrived a day or two before deadlines.
B. NARST Outstanding Paper Award Committee Report: Submitted by Greg Kelly, Chair,
9/24/04 [Kathy Trundle, Co-Chair]:
The following members are not participating or have resigned from the committee:
Dianne Anderson (05)
Sherry Herron (07)
Joan Lindgren (07)
Timothy Slater (06)
Forty three papers were nominated for NARST Outstanding Paper Award after the 2004
conference. Of those nominated, 42 authors chose to participate and sent copies of their papers in
electronic form. The distribution of papers, based on the institutional affiliation of the first
author, shows that 33% were authored by international members in 4 different countries, a
percentage slightly higher than last year's group of nominated papers.

.

In the first round 21 committee members were asked to review 12 papers each. Given the
number of reviewers with original number of reviews on the NARST Outstanding Paper Award

Committee, this level of reviewing assured that each submitted paper received at least
Selection
6 reviews. Of the original 21 reviewers 17 reviewers completed their assignments. Three
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reviewers Dianne Anderson (05), Timothy Slater (06), Joan Lindgren (07), either requested that
they be removed from the committee or indicated that they could not participate. We have not
been able to establish contact from another reviewer, Sherry Herron (07), either by email or
telephone.
The timeline for completing the first round of reviews was September 1, 2004. The reviews for
rounds two and three are due November 19, 2004 and January 14, 2005, respectively. The failure
of four reviewers to complete their assignment during the first round necessitated that we
augment the reviewing responsibility for those participating members. With short notice these
committee members completed additional reviews. Nevertheless, this resulted in an extension of
the timeline for first round reviews. We have done so and expect all 42 papers to have at least 5
reviews completed by September 24, 2004. We will make decisions about those papers being put
forward to round two and send these papers out to reviewers by October 1, 2004.
We expect to send approximately 12-20 papers to the second round for consideration.
In October 2004 we will notify each author of the nominated papers of the status of the first
round of reviews and provide the reviewers' comments regarding their papers.
C. Doctoral Dissertation Awards Committee Report: Submitted by Julie Bianchini, Chair,
9/21/2004 [Gail Jones, Co-Chair]:
The Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation Committee solicited applications from recent doctoral
candidates through the NARST and AETS list serves, as well as through NARST News. We
received 27 applications by the September 15, 2004 deadline - an even larger pool than last
year's 24. Because of two queries from potential applicants during the submission process, the
committee now realizes wording about the dissertation completion date is vague. We will work
to revise the call's wording - to clarify what we mean by a dissertation completion date - at our
committee meeting in Dallas.
The applications (10 page abstracts and 5 page bibliographies) are ready to send out via email to
our committee members. For our first round of reviews, because of the large number of
applicants, we have divided the pool and reviewers in two. Half of our committee will read 13
submitted abstracts; the other half, 14. Applications and committee members were divided in
two for the first round of reviews last year as well. The review forms have been revised based on
suggestions made by committee members at last year's NARST meeting in Philadelphia.
Reviews and rankings from the first round will be due October 25, 2004.
The top two applicants from each of the two subgroups will move to the second round and be
asked to submit their full dissertations. We have decided to reduce the number of finalists from
six to four based on the recommendations of last year's committee members. In round two, all
committee members will read the full dissertations of our four finalists. A decision as to the
winner of the award will be made by February 1, 2005.
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D. Distinguished Contributions Award Report: Submitted by Bill Cobern, Chair, 9/27/2004
[Rick Ducshl, Co-Chair]:
The committee is currently working on the preparing the short list of nominees. We are moving
ahead as planned with discussion of a list of 10 for the Board. We won't have that list for another
week- though I don't imagine that you will need it until you actually are at the Board meeting. As
we go, I am writing notes so that later I can compile a "procedures document."
Now, here is an issue to raise with the Board. Our new procedures have precipitated more
discussion of potential candidates. Quite naturally we are worried about "leaks". Would you
consider asking the Board if the NARST web master could create a secure "chat room" where
only the DCA committee members had access to read and to post? Having such an arrangement
would go along way to free up discussion. A more detailed report will be shared at the Board
meeting.
E. JRST Award Report: Submitted by Jon Osborne, Chair, 9/27/2004 [Charlene Czerniak,
Co-Chair]:
1.

.

The process of undertaking the review and grading the articles is underway. Unfortunately
(and as is normal) I have received only about 40% of the assessments for issue 1-3 and 20%
for issues 4-5. Those for issue 1-3 were due at the end of July and those for issue 4-5 at the
end of August. Reminders have been sent and hopefully the reviews should be forthcoming

shortly (they normally are!). The next deadline for assessments 6-8 is Oct 29 and January 7
for Issues 9-10. The deadline for the final round will be Feb 28.
2.

I have attempted to get the subgroups reviewing each set to discuss the articles. This met
with some success on issues 1-3 but nothing has happened with issues 4-5. This is
somewhat unfortunate as the process would be enhanced by more group discussion.

3.

I have an article which will be published in issue 10 so I have asked Charlene (Committee's
Co-Chair) to gather the data for the evaluations for issue 9 & 10.

Follow up e-mail with Jon Osborne:
The third item in the JRST award report, prompted me to ask Jon Osborne in an e-mail dated
9/28 to consider withdrawing his paper from consideration for the award instead of having the
reviews handled by the committee's co-chair. I believe that it is important for current NARST
officers to be excluded from consideration from any of the awards even if the review process is
handled by a third party.
III. ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION FOR THE NARST BOARD:

*

1. Distinguished Contributions Award Committee Chair's Request: Provide support to the
NARST web master to create a secure "chat room" where only the DCA committee
members had access to read and to post comments.
2. Eligibility for awards and conflict of interest.
3. Web-support for the NARST Outstanding Paper Award Committee.

Practitioner Research
Committee
Emily Van Zee
teborah Roberts

0

History of Science Education
Committee

Steve Oliver

Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the History of Science Education
Steve Oliver, Chairperson
Charge to the Committee From NARST President: Steve, I read and submitted your
report of the Ad Hoc History of Science Education Committee at the Saturday, April 3,
2004 meeting of the NARST Board. The subject of the history of our organizations
prompted Board members to discuss at some length the subject of the NARST archives.
After some discussion, the Board asked me to direct you to have your committee
consider the broad issue of the NARST archives and to perhaps bring some suggestions
or recommendations to the Board at its fall meeting. In a related matter, Bob Louisell
told me that he is currently housing some of Jack Easley's papers and documents.
Evidently, a substantial portion of the documents have never been published or otherwise
seen the light of day. As your committee considers this broad issue, please also think
about what NARST may, or may not, wish to do with Easley's documents.
Report: When you and I corresponded right before NARST, I was surprised to learn I
was still considered chair and so I wrote that I would be willing to talk and you took this
to mean I was willing to continue and so I was reappointed. And that felt o.k. to me. But
after a summer of traveling all over the world and not working on the committee's
business, I realized that this is just not my forte. I am just not good at being a volunteer
for a rather vague activity such as the Ad Hoc committee. I would happily do the work,
but I am just not able to bring it up to the top of my work schedule often enough to be the
leader of the effort. I do think it is important, but it lacks the immediacy of my doctoral
students, my classes, my grants, or other things like this. I also understand that the work
of an organization like NARST is entirely volunteer, but this task is just too vague to get
to the top of the pile. So I do apologize for that.
So to that end, I think it is in the best interests of the organization that you appoint
someone to chair the committee who can move the activities along. I will happily
continue to participate; I just am not cut out for this kind of leadership role.
As to the charge that you gave the committee last spring (the Board asked me to direct
you to have your committee consider the broad issue of the NARST archives and to
perhaps bring some suggestions/recommendationsto the Board at its fall meeting), I
think there are only one or two good answers. First, we need to find a library to house the
papers and to make them available. I do not think that any home for these documents can
be found where they can be easily accessed in their current form other than a library. But
second, I am very impressed by the activities of groups like JSTOR that makes available
old issues of.journals and other papers in electronic format. The old issues of JRST need
to be made available in this fashion as has happened with Review of Ed Research and
others. Perhaps a deal could be worked out so that a group like JSTOR could agree to
electronically make available the old JRSTs along with the papers of persons like Jack
Easley and other NARST archives.

Section K, AAAS
George teBoer

Report on the AAAS Annual Meeting, February, 2004
By George DeBoer, NARST Liaison to AAAS Education Section (Q)
(This report draws, in part, on the minutes of the business meeting that were
submitted by Marvin Druger, Secretary of Section Q.)
The AAAS Annual Meeting
The AAAS annual meeting was held February 12-16 in Seattle, Washington. The theme
of the meeting was "Science at the Leading Edge." In addition to many invited topical
lectures by well-known scientists, plenary lectures included the presidential address by
Mary Ellen Avery of Children's Hospital Boston and President of AAAS, and invited
guest speaker Richard Klausner, Executive Director, Global Health, Gates Foundation.
Other notable plenary speakers were Sir David King, Chief Scientific Advisor from the
Office of Science and Technology in the United Kingdom, speaking on Global Warming:
The Imperatives for Action form the Science of Climate Change; Kenneth McIntosh,
Division of Infectious Diseases, Children's Hospital Boston speaking on SARS: A New
Chapter in the Coronavirus Story, and Kip Thorne, Feynman Professor of Theoretical
Physics, California Institute of Technology, speaking on Probing the Universe with
Gravitational Waves.
Other noteworthy activities included a town hall meeting for about 300 community
members on "Oceans for Everyone," two family science days that attracted over 3000
family members, and the annual Forum for School Science.
Section Q Business Meeting
The Section Q business meeting was held Friday, February 13, 2004 from 8:30-10:00
p.m. and was chaired by Carlo Parravano, outgoing section Q chair. In all, there are
about 1400 members who list the Education Section as their primary affiliation and 3600
who list the Education Section as either a first or second affiliation choice.
Approximately 43 conference attendees were present at the business meeting.
Election results. The election results were reported by Secretary Rosanne Fortner. Diane
Bunce chaired the Electorate Nominating Committee for the section in 2003-4. Other
committee members were Jerry Bell, Joe Krajcik, Arthur Eisencraft, Rodger Bybee, and
Kathryn Scantlebury. The new officers elected to office for 2004-5 are Chair-Elect Eugenie Scott from the National Center for Science Education, and Member at Large Kathryn Scantlebury, University of Delaware.
Report on newly elected Fellows. Report of elected fellows was given by incoming Chair
Julia Clark. Six new fellows from Section Q include: Dennis M. Bartels, TERC; Herbert
K. Brunkhorst, California State University at San Bernardino; Diane M. Bunce, Catholic
University of America; Nava Ben-Zvi, Hadassah College of Technology; Catherine Hurt
Middlecamp, University of Wisconsin at Madison; Melvin Webb, Clark Atlanta
University; and L. Lundie Spence, South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium.

Report from Project 2061. George DeBoer reported on a number of activities at Project
2061 and the fact that they will be celebrating their 2 0 th anniversary next year. He
reported that Volume I of the Atlas for Science Literacy has been very well received and
that they are currently working on Volume II. They have also received an NSF
Instructional Materials Assessment grant to begin to develop assessment items to go with
the benchmarks and link them to state and national content standards. He also reported
on their IERI (interagency education research initiative) research study of models of
professional development in middle school mathematics. Finally, he told the group about
the Center for Curriculum Materials in Science, an NSF-sponsored center for leaning and
teaching being developed by AAAS, Michigan State University, Northwestern
University, and the University of Michigan.
Discussion of Ideas for Proposals for the 2005 Annual Meeting.
Incoming Chair of Section Q, Julia Clark, opened the discussion of program planning for
the 2005 Annual Meeting. The section members divided into groups to discuss the
possible proposals.
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NSTA

Patricia Simmolns

National Association of Research in Science Teaching Fall Board Meeting 2004
TO: John Stayer, President
FROM: Patricia Simmons, NSTA Research Division Director
SUBJECT: Report: Fall 2004
ACTIVITIES:
Committee Work
The NSTA Research Committee met Thursday afternoon at the Atlanta NSTA 2004 annual
convention to discuss: 1) revising the charge for the committee, bringing it into closer
alignment with the new strategic plan for NSTA, 2) status of Peers Matter, 3) national
research agenda project, and 4) other items. The current task on which committee members
are working is the editing of an NSTA Fellows recognition for individuals in the area of
research in science education. Each division director has been asked to submit a Fellows
form that would provide guidelines for the recognition of accomplishments in a particular
area.
The first volume of Peers Matter continues to be delayed (authors have inquired about the
delay). The NSTA staff (David Beacom and Claire Reinberg) has experienced the same
difficulties in communication on the status of the current volume (Claire has received no
communication about the Assessment issue since 9/03). Attached is a copy of the contract.
Conferences/Meetings/Projects
* attended and presented sessions at the Kansas City regional NSTA annual conference
(November 03), the Atlanta national NSTA conference (April 04), the NSTA Board of
Directors meeting, National Science Education Congress and Council meetings (July
04);
* assisted in preparation for the NSTA Teacher Research Day (Emily Van Zee is leading
this special series of sessions each year at the conference);
* helped organize invitations for interested individuals to attend the March 2004 Science
Education Summit in Washington, D.C.;
* working with NARST (Julie Gess-Newsome) to organize sessions on research agenda
and coordinating list of research questions generated by practitioner community;
* continued work on NSF proposal on 'Developing a National Research Agenda in
Science Education'; numerous meetings and conference calls to write proposal and
establish partnerships with science and science education organizations/societies;
status-proposal is in process of being finalized; NSTA will serve as the fiscal agent;
NARST representative is John Stayer);
* motion passed by NSTA Board of Directors to establish research in science education
as one of the four major goals for the NSTA over the next 10 years (first time research
has been formalized as a major goal in the strategic plan);

* working with NARST President-elect on one of the plenary sessions at the NARST
annual conference (bridging the research-practice communities, linking more closely).
Item for Discussion: Need to establish Peers Matter website on NARST website. See
Contract below.
Confidential DRAFT
Letter of Agreement
Between the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA)
and Author the National Association for Research in Science Teaching (NARST)
This Agreement is entered into this 10th day of July 2002, by and between the National
Science Teachers Association (NSTA), a District of Columbia not-for-profit corporation
with its principal offices located at 1840 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22201-3000
("Publisher"), and the National Association for Research in Science Teaching, co
[FULL MAILING ADDRESS HERE] ("Author"). This Agreement relates to a
manuscript, consisting of text and illustrative materials, tentatively entitled Assessment
(part of the series Practical Experience and Educational Research Matter), edited by
Maureen McMahon, referred to in this contract as the "Work."
GRANT OF RIGHTS
1. The Author hereby grants to the Publisher, during the full term of copyright of the
Work and all renewals and extensions of copyright, the exclusive U.S. and worldwide
rights to print, publish, record, reproduce, revise, republish, distribute, sell, and
translate the Work in all formats and media of expression now known or later
developed, including, but not limited to book, electronic, and digital means and media.
The Author further grants to the Publisher the right to license any or all of said rights in
the Work to other parties, in whole or in part. Rights not expressly granted to the
Publisher are hereby reserved by the Author.
2. The Publisher shall apply for copyright registration in its own name and shall be
responsible for all costs associated with such registration. The Publisher may effect any
renewals or extensions of copyright provided for by law.
3. The Author will not, during the life of this Agreement, without the prior written consent
of Publisher, furnish to any other publisher any book-length work on the same subject
or of a similar character that is likely, in the Publisher's reasonable judgment, to injure
the sale of the Work. The Author acknowledges, however, that the Publisher may

publish works relating to the same subject matter or similar areas of general or specific
interest, and nothing in this Agreement shall bar the Publisher from such practice,
whether or not this Work is ultimately published. The Publisher acknowledges that
nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to limit the non-exclusive, free, and
unlimited use by the the Authors of the Work, as a whole or in part, for research and
other internal purposes or to publish articles relating to the same or similar subject
matter.

4. The Author warrants (i) that he or she has full power to enter into this Agreement and
to grant the rights that are granted to Publisher in this Agreement; (ii) that the Work
has not previously been published in the exclusive territory granted to the Publisher in
any format or medium of expression; (iii) that all rights conveyed to the Publisher are
free of encumbrances; (iv) that the Work does not violate any statutory or common
law copyright or any other right of another, and is not plagiarized or adapted from any
other source, in whole or in part; (v) and that the Work contains no material that is
libelous, or whose publication would constitute an invasion of privacy, or which is
otherwise unlawful or actionable. The Author will hold harmless and defend the
Publisher and its licensees against all claims, demand, or suits based upon alleged
violations of these warranties. The Author hereby indemnifies the Publisher for any
damages finally sustained, for any sums payable as part of a settlement agreement,
and for all reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs resulting from such claims or
suits. The Publisher will print the following disclaimer text on the copyright page of
the Work: "NSTA is committed to publishing quality materials that promote the best
in inquiry-based science education. However, conditions of actual use may vary and
the safety procedures and practices described in this book are intended to serve only
as a guide. Additional precautionary measures may be required. NSTA and the
author(s) do not warrant or represent that the procedures and practices in this book
meet any safety code or standard or federal, state, or local regulations. NSTA and the
author(s) disclaim any liability for personal injury or damage to property arising out
of or relating to the use of this book including any of the recommendations,
instructions, or materials contained therein."
5. Publisher may use the Authors' names, likenesses, and biographical information in
connection with advertising, publicizing, licensing, and promoting the Work.
6. In the event that the Work has two or more Authors or Editors, the Author will
designate one individual whose decision shall control and be binding upon the others
with respect to any disagreement among the Authors concerning the performance of
obligations under this Agreement, or the rights of the Authors under this Agreement.
The individual so designated, if this paragraph is applicable, is
(please provide name).

Delivery of the Work
7. The Author will supply, no later than February 1, 2003, a completed manuscript
of the Work, approximately 50,000 words (approximately 200 double-spaced
manuscript pages) in length, satisfactory to the Publisher in form and content, and
conforming in all essential respects with the concept of the Work represented to the
Publisher on the date of this Agreement. The Author will supply electronic versions
of all parts of the manuscript, prepared according to the Publisher's instructions. The
Author will supply no later than February 1, 2003, all photographs, drawings, maps,
tables, charts, or other illustrative material essential to the Work, together with

captions to accompany such material, in electronic or camera-ready form satisfactory
to the Publisher.
8. It shall be the responsibility of the Author to obtain written permission(s) from the
owner(s) of any copyrighted or copyrightable material to be included in the Work,
including without limitation all illustrations so included, and to furnish copies of
these permission(s) to the Publisher along with the manuscripts.
9. The Author warrants that the chapter manuscripts have been subjected to peer review
and that appropriate revisions have been made as a result of the review process. Upon
receipt of the Work, the Publisher will review the Work and notify the Author in
writing whether the work is accepted for publication.
10. Because a continuing relationship is contemplated by the Author and the Publisher,
the Author hereby grants an option to the Publisher to publish the next book-length
work by the Author, which the Publisher may exercise by offering a publishing
agreement within sixty (60) days of submission of the draft manuscript of said work
by the Author to the Publisher.
Publication and Royalties
11. The Publisher will edit, produce, and disseminate the Work within twelve (12)
months of the notification of final acceptance pursuant to Paragraph 10 of this
Agreement. The Publisher may edit the manuscript for clarity and in accordance with
the Publisher's standard style of capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and usage. The
Author agrees to read and correct proofs of the Work when submitted to them by the
Publisher and to return the corrected proofs of the Work to the Publisher within
fourteen (14) days of the receipt of said proofs. If the Work is an edited,
multicontributor volume, the Author will ask contributors to read and correct proofs,
as necessary. The Publisher assumes no responsibility for sending proofs to
contributors. The Publisher will make all final decisions concerning design and
publication.
12. Credits using the Authors' names will appear on the cover of each volume of the
Work, and on the title page of each volume of the Work.
13. In compensation for this grant of rights, the Publisher agrees to pay the Author an
advance of $1,500, which shall be a charge against all sums accruing to the Author
under this agreement. The Publisher will pay a royalty of Twelve percent (12%) of
gross receipts from the sale of its own editions of said Work. The Publisher agrees to
pay the Author Fifty Percent (50%) of any royalties received by the Publisher from
other parties licensed to use this Work in printed or electronic form. Should the
publication be terminated at any point before actual manufacture, total compensation
to the Author will not exceed $1,500.

14. The Publisher agrees to give the Author twenty-five (25) copies of the published
Work, and the Author agrees to notify the Publisher of the names and mailing
addresses of individuals to whom the copies should be shipped. The Author will be
entitled to purchase additional copies of the work at a fifty (50) percent discount from
list price when ordering quantities of ten (10) or more. The Publisher will ship one
complimentary copy of the published Work to each chapter contributor whose name
appears in the published volume, and the Author agrees to supply the Publisher with
the mailing addresses of the chapter contributors for this purpose.
15. A clear accounting of all monies received by the Publisher from sales of the Work, or
from licensing of rights for utilization of the Work by others, shall be provided by the
Publisher to the Author twice each year. On each April 3 0 th, the Publisher will report
on revenues received through the preceding January 3 1st; and on each October 3 1st
the Publisher will report on revenues received through the preceding July 31st. In the
event the Publisher is marketing additional works by the same Author, royalty
accounts from all such titles may be combined by the Publisher.
16. In the event the Publisher decides minor manuscript updating or revision is
appropriate for subsequent editions of the Work, the Author agrees to accomplish that
updating or revision within 180 days of the Publisher's request. Minor updating or
revision is defined as fewer than twenty (20) pages of revised text. If greater revisions
are agreed to by the Publisher and Author, a separate fee schedule will be negotiated
for that effort. If the Author is unable to prepare the revisions or updates, or if the
Author refuses or fails for whatever reason to deliver a revised manuscript in form
and content satisfactory to Publisher within 180 days of Publisher's request, or if the
Authors are deceased, then Publisher may employ one or more persons to prepare the
revisions and may display in the revised edition and use in advertising the name of
the person or persons preparing the revisions in addition to the name of the Author. In
the event that the person or persons preparing the revision or update are to be paid a
royalty or fee, the amount of such royalty or fee shall be determined solely by
Publisher, and shall be deducted from the noncontributing Author's royalties.
17. This Letter of Agreement constitutes the only and entire legally binding agreement
between the Author and the Publisher with respect to the Work. It may not be
amended or modified in any way except in writing signed by the Author and the
Publisher. Any notice that one party wishes to give the other may be given by any
means requiring receipt signature, or by First Class mail.
18. The Publisher and the Author acknowledge that the Work will be published as an
electronic publication on the "PEERs Matter" website developed by the Author and as
a print publication produced and sold by the Publisher. The Publisher may link to the
website where the electronic edition resides, but the details of the electronic edition
and links will be worked out separately by the Author and the Publisher at the time
the electronic files are ready for publication. The Publisher will derive the print
edition from the Author's electronic files and will consult with the Author throughout
the development of the print edition.

For THE AUTHOR

(Signature)
Please print name and title:
Date:___________

ID

________________

No. (for payment purposes):
Soc. Sec./Tax
to be sent:
Address to which statements and payments

are

National Association for Research in Science Education
[insert full mailing address]
NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

Claire Reinburg
Title: Director, NSTA Press
Date:

___________

